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Quantum Information for Particle Theorists
1. Introduction: the overlap between particle physics and quantum information
science
Particle physics has the ambitious goals of uncovering the most fundamental constituents of
reality and deciphering the rules by which those constituents interact. Those rules include quantum
mechanics, and the fundamental constituents appear to be quantum entities. For example in the
Standard Model we talk about excitations of relativistic quantum fields that are characterized by
fixed quantum numbers such as mass, spin, and various charges. Furthermore in particle physics
experiments we have the capability to produce states that are quantum superpositions of certain
quantum numbers. For example (muon) neutrinos produced from pion decays in various beams
at Fermilab are in a quantum superposition of (at least) three different neutrino mass eigenstates,
and that superposition changes over time as a result of the usual quantum unitary time evolution
represented by the operator exp(−𝑖𝐻𝑡), where 𝐻 is the neutrino Hamiltonian. Thus neutrino
oscillation experiments are an example of studying the time evolution of quantum information on
macroscopic scales.
The NOvA long baseline neutrino experiment is sensitive to another effect well studied in
quantum information science (QIS): as the neutrinos travel 800 kilometers through the Earth from
Fermilab to Ash River, Minnesota, they are performing (via charged current weak interactions) a
quantum nondemolition measurement of the number density of electrons in the Earth’s crust; this
measurement is in the form of a frequency shift that affects the fraction of the neutrino superposition
that corresponds to an electron neutrino flavor eigenstate.
Quantum entanglement is fundamental to both QIS and particle physics, but in the latter case
is usually discussed in the language of quantum correlations. Consider the discovery of the Higgs
boson at the LHC; one of the two discovery channels was looking for the process where a Higgs
boson is produced in a proton-proton collision and then decays weakly via two virtual 𝑍 bosons to
four charged leptons (electrons or muons). In the approximation that the leptons are massless, the
measured final state has 16 observables (the three-momenta of the four leptons and their electric
charges). These observables have quantum correlations that arise from the fact that the four leptons
come from a Higgs boson decay and are thus entangled, meaning that the Higgs parent state cannot
be decomposed as a tensor product of single lepton decay states. Thus for example the 16 observables
are correlated such that the total invariant mass computed from them is strongly peaked at 125
GeV/𝑐2; there are also angular correlations that trace back to the fact that Higgs is a spinless even
parity boson. These correlations, arising from quantum entanglement, were used in the CMS
discovery analysis to help distinguish the Higgs signal from backgrounds; had we not so used our
understanding of entanglement, there would not have been a CMS discovery announcement on July
4, 2012.
Understanding the initial state strong dynamics of proton-proton collisions at the LHC may
eventually be an outstanding example of following Richard Feynman’s dictum to use quantum
computers to solve quantum problems. The underlying theory is known: it is QCD. In that theory
we know how to formulate the problem in terms of the partons of one proton probing the other
proton; this is a messier version of deep inelastic scattering, where we describe a colorless particle
probing a proton. The process involves details of real-time strong dynamics, and is thus not
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amenable to the approach of Euclidean-time lattice gauge theory1 The current state of the art is
to use data-based parameterizations to describe both parton distributions and the processes of
fragmentation and hadronization. This is somewhat embarrassing more than forty years after
developing QCD. Quantum computers, by construction, efficiently compute the real-time dynamics
of strongly interacting quantum systems. While it may take a long time for quantum computers to be
sufficiently performant to make important contributions to hadronic physics, a lot of progress has
already been made in thinking about how to map particle physics dynamics into quantum algorithms.
One important topic that I will not cover here is the fascinating relationship between quantum
information, black holes, and holography as seen via AdS/CFT duality. This is a huge area of
active research that has also a long history; indeed the first paper that I ever read that discusses
entanglement entropy is Don Page’s classic 1993 paper “Information in black hole radiation" [3]. It
would not surprise me if this line of research eventually leads to concrete experimentally testable
proposals for emergent spacetime and emergent gravity in laboratory quantum systems. Indeed Gao
and Jafferis have already published a concrete recipe for a quantum simulation that should exhibit
some of the properties of a traversable wormhole [4]. An excellent introduction to all this are the
TASI and Jerusalem lectures by Dan Harlow [5, 6].
1.1 Outline
In Section 2, I introduce the basic theoretical concepts of quantum computing, in the language
of qubits and entanglement. We will perform three simple experiments with quantum circuits
constructed using quantum gates that act as unitary operators on one or two qubits at a time. In the
Python notebook provided you can run all of these circuits on the Google Cirq quantum simulator.
In Section 3 we extend this to perform two experiments with quantum teleportation.
In Section 4, I introduce the basic concepts of classical information theory and remind you of
the basic techniques of classical measurement as used, for example, in experiments at the LHC. This
language will give us enough knowledge to then discuss in Section 5 the general phenomena of
quantum decoherence, which in turn leads in the next section to a modern discussion of quantum
measurement. Along the way we will confront the fundamental sloppiness of how we all learned (and
some of us taught) quantum mechanics in college. Quantum computers are not thought experiments;
they actually exist and they manipulate known quantum states to get known results. This encourages
us as theorists to suppress our philosphical tendencies and think more concretely. Personally I have
found this to be an extremely valuable exercise; it has changed fundamentally how I think about
quantum physics.
Section 7 is a short introduction to the famous Bell inequalities. Section 8 is devoted to some
remarkable properties of quantum entanglement derived in quantum field theory, in particular the
area law of entanglement entropy. Finally, in Section 9, I will discuss some of the issues involved
in trying to simulate quantum field theories on actual quantum computers. This is a new and
fast-moving area of active research, with lots of good opportunities for junior researchers to jump in
and do something impactful.
1As an example of how one would formulate this in QCD, look at equation 4.42 and the accompanying text in Ellis,
Stirling, and Webber’s book [2].
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2. Quantum circuits and entanglement
A quantum state space is constructed from a complex vector space called a Hilbert space, and
in QIS we will always assume it to have finite dimensionality 𝑑. Quantum states are described by
state vectors, which are just normed vectors in some Hilbert space modulo the fact that there is an
irrelevant overall phase. For 𝑑 = 1 we call this quantum state a qubit; a qubit is just a normed vector
in the complex projective space CP1. Without loss of generality we can write a general qubit state as
|𝜓〉 = cos𝜃
2
|0〉 + sin𝜃
2
e𝜙 |1〉 (1)
where 0 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 𝜋, 0 ≤ 𝜙 ≤ 2𝜋, and the kets |0〉, |1〉 are any convenient orthonormal basis. Whatever
this basis is in a particular physical realization, we will refer to it as the computational basis. It is
often useful to map this state to the surface of a sphere, called the Bloch sphere, treating 𝜃 as the
polar angle and 𝜙 as the azimuthal angle. In this language the basis states |0〉 , |1〉 are the North and
South poles, respectively. The antipodal points where the x-axis intersects the surface of the sphere
correspond to the orthonormal states
|+〉 ≡ 1√
2
( |0〉 + |1〉) (2)
|−〉 ≡ 1√
2
( |0〉 − |1〉) (3)
These states are known as the Hadamard basis, since they can be obtained from the computational
basis by applying a 2 × 2 unitary matrix called the Hadamard transformation ℎ:(
|+〉
|−〉
)
= ℎ ·
(
|0〉
|1〉
)
=
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
) (
|0〉
|1〉
)
(4)
This is related to the properties of the Pauli matrices acting on a qubit state. Writing the Pauli
matrices in the computational basis
𝜎𝑥 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, 𝜎𝑦 =
(
0 −𝒊
𝒊 0
)
, 𝜎𝑧 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(5)
we see that 𝜎𝑧 is diagonal with eigenvalues ±1 in the computational basis, while 𝜎𝑥 is diagonal with
eigenvalues ±1 in the Hadamard basis. Similarly the antipodal points where the y-axis intersects the
surface of the sphere correspond to the orthnormal states
|𝒊〉 ≡ 1√
2
( |0〉 + 𝒊 |1〉) (6)
|−𝒊〉 ≡ 1√
2
( |0〉 − 𝒊 |1〉) (7)
Already one might think that a state space constructed from qubits can carry a lot more
information than an analogous state space represented by classical binary bits, since the qubit state is
specified in terms of two continuous real parameters 𝜃 and 𝜙. To put it another way, the classical
description only tells us whether we are in the northern hemisphere or the southern hemisphere,
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Figure 1: The Bloch sphere representation of single qubit states.
while the qubit state vector distinguishes every point on the surface of the Bloch sphere. However
we still have to confront the notorious problem of quantum measurement. For now I will employ
the canonical sloppy definition of quantum measurement as a projection onto the computational
basis states |0〉 and |1〉. Thus I will assume any particular measurement of an arbitary qubit state
always gives either 0 or 1 (this is equivalent to saying that we project to ±1, the eigenvalues of the
Hermitian operator 𝜎𝑧). So measuring one qubit returns one classical bit.
You might say that there is still lots of wild and wonderful quantumness in the fact that the qubit
state is in general a superposition of the basis states |0〉 and |1〉. Thus if I prepare a large number 𝑁
of identical single qubit states, then measure them all, I will get 0 approximately 𝑁 cos2(𝜃/2) times
and get 1 approximately 𝑁 sin2(𝜃/2) times. The way probabilities enter here is different from how
they enter a classical description. Imagine a physical process (you can actually do this today on a
quantum computer) where you start in the state |0〉 and the first step of the process evolves the state
by the unitary Hadamard operator ℎ. At this point classical reasoning would say that we have a 50%
chance of still being in the state |0〉 and 50% chance of flipping to |1〉. Now suppose that in the
second step we evolve again by the Hadamard operator. Then the classical reasoning says that if
we were still in state |0〉 after the first step, there is a 50% chance that we will stay in |0〉 after the
second step; furthermore if we happened to flip after the first step, there is a 50% chance that we will
flip again on the second step, ending up back in |0〉. So classical reasoning says that after applying
ℎ2 the total probability of being in state |0〉 is (0.5) (0.5) + (0.5) (0.5) = 0.5, i.e. 50%. However ℎ2
is just the identity matrix, so in fact this physical process returns the original state |0〉 100% of the
time. Of course the difference here is that the computation of probabilities arising from quantum
measurement can involve interference effects. We can mock this up classically (with classical wave
behavior), but quantum physics has it built in whether we like it or not.
One important lesson of the failure of the classical reasoning outlined above is that we should be
careful in how we think about a quantum superposition state. The qubit state |+〉 = (1/√2) ( |0〉 + |1〉)
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is not in both the |0〉 and |1〉 state at the same time. Indeed it is not in either one of those states - it is
instead in a different physical state, called the |+〉 state. Indeed in some actual physical realizations
of qubits the Hadamard basis is just as good a basis for measuring states as the computational basis.
If I switch the basis used to measure, then the |+〉 state is not a superposition state at all. Indeed for
any state in the Hilbert space, there is always a choice of measurement basis where that state is one
of the basis states, and thus not a superposition. So superposition does not really mean anything
unless you find that some measurement bases are preferred over others; we will return to this point
when we discuss measurement again in Section 6.
Digital quantum computers execute programs as quantum circuits based on unitary gate
operations on qubits. A quantum computing circuit is a network (an acyclic graph) of quantum logic
gates. Each gate performs some unitary transformation on one or more qubits.
As with classical computing, quantum circuits are constructed using a small menu of different
kinds of operations. Here are some important examples. We begin with single qubit gates; obviously
the action of any single qubit gate can be represented by a rotation on the surface of the Bloch sphere
around a particular axis by a particular amount.
• 𝑿, 𝒀 , 𝒁 gates: An 𝑿 gate acts on a single qubit by interchanging the |0〉 and |1〉 basis states,
thus the quantum equivalent of the Boolean NOT operation. This is a unitary transformation
that in the computational basis is just the Pauli matrix 𝜎𝑥:
𝑿 ≡
(
0 1
1 0
)
(8)
This is equivalent to a rotation by 𝜋 around the 𝑥-axis on the Bloch sphere. We can also
implement single qubit transformations 𝒀 and 𝒁 equivalent to the other two Pauli matrices 𝜎𝑦
and 𝜎𝑧 . These can be exponentiated to generate arbitrary rotations around the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 axes
of the Bloch sphere. For example:
exp (𝑖 𝑿𝜋𝑡/2) = cos(𝜋𝑡/2)1 + 𝑖 sin(𝜋𝑡/2)𝑿 = (𝑖𝑿)𝑡 (9)
The first equality in the above expression is easily checked by taking the powers series
expansions of both sides. The second equality is derived by noting that the first equality
implies 𝑖𝑿 = exp(𝑖 𝑿𝜋/2).
Another common notation is the 𝑹𝝋 gate, which is equivalent to 𝒁𝜑/𝜋 . This is an operator
that introduces a phase difference between the two computational basis states:
𝑹𝝋 =
(
1 0
0 e𝜑
)
(10)
• Hadamard gate The Hadamard gate 𝒉 acts on the single qubit states like a rotation of 𝜋
around the 𝑥 + 𝑧 axis. This is the following unitary transformation in the computational basis:
𝒉 =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
(11)
The Hadamard is usually labelled by a capital 𝐻, but I will reserve that to denote Hamiltonians.
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Figure 2: Simple quantum circuit. The initial state is |0〉, the 𝑿 gate flips this to the state |1〉, and the dial
indicates measurement in the computational basis.
It is conventional to start our quantum circuits with all qubits in the state |0〉; we can then use
single qubit gates to prepare more complicated superpositions. To do actual quantum computing we
need to entangle the states of different qubits. It is not necessary to have gates that fully entangle all
the qubits in one operation; in the same way that the Boolean operations constituting a classical
computing algorithm can be composed of clauses each of which utilizes only a few bit registers,
quantum computers can do an arbitrary calculation using only gates that entangle two qubits at a
time. In fact there are theorems to the effect all you need to implement is one non-trivial two-qubit
entangling gate, which is usually assumed to be the CNOT gate. This is called a controlled NOT
gate, since the state of one “control" qubit controls whether the NOT operation is performed on the
other “target" qubit. We can write this as a unitary transformation in the 22 = 4 state Hilbert space
of two qubits; the computational basis of a pair of qubits can be denoted by kets as |00〉, |01〉, |10〉,
|11〉, or equivalently by the following vectors in the Hilbert space: (1000), (0100), (0010), (0001).
In the vector notation CNOT acts as a 4 × 4 unitary matrix; if the first qubit is the control then:
CNOT =
©­­­­«
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
ª®®®®¬
. (12)
You should figure out on your own what the matrix is in the case where the second qubit is the
control. Notice that the CNOT could just as well be called a controlled 𝑿 operation or CX. It is
easy to define other kinds of controlled gate operations; for example CY, CZ perform a 𝒀 or 𝒁
operation on the target qubit controlled by the state of the control qubit.
2.1 Experiment 1: Simple quantum circuit
Let’s run a very simple quantum circuit using the Cirq quantum simulator; the simulator is not a
quantum computer, but it might as well be, since exactly the same software does run on existing
Google quantum computers. The circuit is shown in Figure 2. It consists of a single qubit 𝑞0
prepared initially in the |0〉 state. The circuit consists of acting with the unitary gate operation 𝑿,
then measuring the qubit again in the computational basis. With the notebook provided you can run
this yourself using the following Python code:
1 # Get a qubit and a circuit
2 qbit = cirq.LineQubit (0)
3 circuit = cirq.Circuit ()
4
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5 # Add an X gate: acts like the Pauli Matrix sigma_x
6 circuit.append(cirq.X(qbit))
7
8 # Run a simple simulation that extracts the wavefunction of this state
9 sim = cirq.Simulator ()
10 result = sim.simulate(circuit)
11 printmd("\n** Bloch Sphere of the qubit in the final state :**")
12 state = cirq.bloch_vector_from_state_vector(result.final_state ,0)
13 print("x: ", around(state [0], 4), " y: ", around(state [1], 4),
14 " z: ", around(state [2], 4))
15
16 # Add a measurement at the end of the circuit:
17 circuit.append(cirq.measure(qbit , key="Final state"))
18
19 # Display the circuit:
20 printmd("\n**Cirq circuit :**")
21 print(circuit)
22
23 # Invoke the Cirq quantum simulator to execute the circuit:
24 simulator = cirq.Simulator ()
25
26 # Simulate the circuit several times:
27 result = simulator.run(circuit , repetitions =10)
28
29 # Print the results:
30 printmd("\n** Results of 10 trials :**")
31 print(result)
The output looks like this:
Bloch Sphere of the qubit in the final state:
x: 0.0 y: 0.0 z: -1.0
Cirq circuit:
0: X M(’Final state’)
Results of 10 trials:
Final state=1111111111
In this example we have used the nice feature of Cirq that in the simulator you can extract
the actual quantum final state wavefunction, which of course you cannot do in the real quantum
computer, where you instead have to run the same circuit many times to figure out what the final
state was. In this simple example the final state is just |1〉.
2.2 Entanglement and Bell states
For a system of two qubits, we can convert from the computational basis to an equivalent
orthonormal basis defined by the four Bell states:
9
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Figure 3: Gate operations transform the initial state |00〉 into the state |𝛽00〉, which represents an entangled
EPR pair.
|𝛽00〉 = 1√
2
( |00〉 + |11〉)
|𝛽01〉 = 1√
2
( |01〉 + |10〉)
|𝛽10〉 = 1√
2
( |00〉 − |11〉)
|𝛽11〉 = 1√
2
( |01〉 − |10〉) . (13)
Once you know how to make two-qubit states in the computational basis, you can convert them
into Bell states by using a Hadamard gate on the first qubit followed by a CNOT gate on the pair of
qubits, thus:
|00〉 → |𝛽00〉 = 1√
2
( |00〉 + |11〉)
|01〉 → |𝛽01〉 = 1√
2
( |01〉 + |10〉)
|10〉 → |𝛽10〉 = 1√
2
( |00〉 − |11〉)
|11〉 → |𝛽11〉 = 1√
2
( |01〉 − |10〉) . (14)
A quantum circuit for this is illustrated in Figure 3. This unitary transformation in the Hilbert space
of two qubits is just a change of basis from the two-qubit computational basis to the Bell state basis.
If you perform the unitary operations in the reverse order, you can of course rotate from the Bell
basis back to the computational basis. This inverse operation, following by measurements of the
qubits, is known as a Bell state measurement, since the net effect is to project your two-qubit state,
whatever it was, onto one of the four Bell states.
2.3 Experiment 2: Create a Bell state
Let’s run the quantum circuit shown in Figure 3. With the notebook provided you can run this
on the Cirq quantum simulator using the following Python code:
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1 # Get two qubits and a circuit
2 qubit = [cirq.LineQubit(x) for x in range (2)]
3 circuit = cirq.Circuit ()
4
5 # Add a Hadamard gate to qubit 0, then a CNOT gate from qubit 0 to qubit 1:
6 circuit.append ([cirq.H(qubit [0]),
7 cirq.CNOT(qubit[0], qubit [1])])
8
9 # Run a simple simulation that extracts the actual final states
10 sim = cirq.Simulator ()
11 result = sim.simulate(circuit)
12 printmd("\n** Bloch Sphere of the qubit 0 in the final state :**")
13 state = cirq.bloch_vector_from_state_vector(result.final_state ,0)
14 print("x: ", around(state [0], 4), " y: ", around(state [1], 4),
15 " z: ", around(state [2], 4))
16 printmd("\n** Bloch Sphere of the qubit 1 in the final state :**")
17 state = cirq.bloch_vector_from_state_vector(result.final_state ,1)
18 print("x: ", around(state [0], 4), " y: ", around(state [1], 4),
19 " z: ", around(state [2], 4))
20
21 # Add a measurement at the end of the circuit:
22 circuit.append(cirq.measure (*qubit , key="Final state"))
23
24 # Display the circuit:
25 printmd("\n**Cirq circuit :**")
26 print(circuit)
27
28 # Invoke the Cirq quantum simulator to execute the circuit:
29 simulator = cirq.Simulator ()
30
31 # Simulate the circuit several times:
32 result = simulator.run(circuit , repetitions =10)
33
34 # Print the results:
35 printmd("\n** Results :**")
36 print(result)
The results from the quantum simulator are from 10 measurements in the computational basis
of the final state |𝛽00〉, the same “EPR pair" state as in the Alice and Bob story told in the next
section. The results for each qubit vary randomly, but are 100% correlated between the two qubits.
Notice that Cirq reports that the final state of both qubits is in the center of the Bloch sphere, not on
its surface! This is a feature of entanglement that we will come back to in Section 5.
Bloch Sphere of the qubit 0 in the final state:
x: 0.0 y: 0.0 z: 0.0
Bloch Sphere of the qubit 1 in the final state:
x: 0.0 y: 0.0 z: 0.0
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Cirq circuit:
0: H @ M(’Final state’)
1: X M
Results:
Final state=1111001000, 1111001000
2.4 Entanglement and the EPR paradox
From the point of view of information science, the most important feature of quantum physics is
entanglement. This central role is certainly not apparent in most of the textbooks familiar to particle
theorists, where entanglement is only mentioned in passing as a curiosity, if it is even mentioned at
all. As we shall see however, the study of entanglement overlaps with some fundamental issues of
particle physics.
One of the striking features of quantum entanglement is that it does not have any built-in scale.
This is in contrast to most quantum effects, where the scale is set by the dimensionful parameter
~ = 6.58 ×10−16 eV·seconds. Because ~ is tiny, it is unusual to observe quantum effects on the
human scale; I have already mentioned one exception to this: neutrino oscillations, which occur over
scales of a thousand kilometers because of the mysteriously tiny mass differences of the different
neutrino flavors. Another exception is ultra-cold atoms, which are so cold that quantum effects can
dominate over the effects of the classical thermal ensemble on scales of meters or more; this fact
will be exploited in the MAGIS-100 experiment currently under construction at Fermilab.
For quantum entanglement, we can plausibly discuss effects on the scales anywhere from the
Planck scale of 1.6 ×10−35 meters to the scale of light years. Taking the latter extreme, here is a
story based on the famous EPR “paradox" of Einstein, Podolosky, and Rosen.
One day in 2030, a scientist named Carmen uses the DOE quantum internet node at
Fermilab to produce 109 pairs of 1550 nanometer wavelength photons, each pair in the
superposition state
|𝛽00〉 = 1√
2
( |00〉 + |11〉)
where 0/1 denote two time bins that are 2 nanoseconds apart. Carmen splits each EPR
pair of photons and sends them into space in opposite directions along the galactic disk,
one pair of photons every millisecond.
As it happens, 25 light years in either direction from Earth are two inhabited planets,
known as Colony A and Colony B of the same advanced civilization. Just after (using
now Galactic Standard Time to synchronize clocks) Carmen sends her signal, a baby
named Alice is born on Colony A, and a baby named Bob is born on Colony B. By the
12
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time Carmen’s signals arrive, Alice and Bob have grown up and are each working at
gigantic arrays of Superconducting Nanowire Single Photon Detectors (SNSPDs) on
their respective planets. Of course on the day that Carmen’s signals arrive, Alice and
Bob have never been in causal contact.
Alice and Bob each detect a train of 109 photons, evenly spaced in time except for
small shifts that are uniform in size but seem to be random in pattern. They correctly
interpret that these are signals from a primitive civilization on Sol-3, known from
spectral observations to have methane-producing inhabitants.
These discoveries are big news on both planets, and through pecularities common
to the two cultures, the sequence of binary bits is interpreted as a 1 megabyte header
representing a time, and the rest as coordinates on the orthogonal plane containing
Sol-3 that bisects a line between the two colonies. Both colonies launch space probes
on predetermined ballistic trajectories towards the common set of coordinates designed
to arrive at the common time. Alice and Bob are honored to be chosen to ride on the
spacecraft of their respective colonies. Alice and Bob and both killed when the two
space probes tragically collide, having arrived at the same coordinates at the same time.
Many years after that, when communications with Earth are established, the attorneys
for Alice and Bob’s estates contact Carmen, now a very emeritus professor. They
accuse Carmen of deliberately sending the same sequence of bits to both colonies, with
tragic consequences. Carmen tells them that she has never been in possession of this
sequence of bits, and in fact that it would have been physicially impossible for her to
have known the sequence at the time that both colonies launched their spacecraft. The
case is eventually dismissed by the Galactic Supreme Court.
This long-winded version of the EPR paradox is meant to emphasize certain features:
• The effects of quantum entanglement can be seen over large distances. As we shall see,
entanglement effects have already been demonstrated with EPR pairs of photons over distance
scales of tens of kilometers.
• Quantum randomness in this example occurs between Carmen and Alice, and between Carmen
and Bob, but not between Alice and Bob.
• While Alice and Bob receive the same binary bitstring it is causally impossible at that time for
Carmen to be in possession of their bitstring.
• While randomly generated, the bitstring that they share can eventually have large causal
consequences.
This is the quantum weirdness that Einstein called “spukhafte Fernwirkung", meaning spooky
(or ghostly) action at a distance. It has been argued by many physicists that this motivates trying
to replace quantum mechanics with a more “reasonable" description of entangled states using
information encoded in some extra “hidden" variables. However John Stuart Bell’s brilliant work
has already allowed direct experimental tests that distinguish between the quantum description and a
very general class of hidden variable alternatives. We will discuss his work in Section 7, after we
develop some formalism for measuring entanglement in quantum systems.
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2.5 Experiment 3: A circuit to SWAP two qubit states
A quantum circuit for this is illustrated in Figure 4. The idea is to prepare two single qubit states
- doesn’t matter what they are - then apply a unitary operator that swaps the quantum states of the
two qubits. The SWAP procedure can be accomplished using three CNOT gates. With the notebook
provided you can run this on the quantum simulator using the following Python code:
1 # Get two qubits and a circuit
2 qubit = [cirq.LineQubit(x) for x in range (2)]
3 circuit = cirq.Circuit ()
4
5 # Add a Hadamard gate to make the initial state of qubit 0:
6 circuit.append ([cirq.H(qubit [0])])
7
8 # Get a symbol
9 symbol = Symbol("t")
10 # Add a parameterized XPowGate to make the initial state of qubit 1:
11 circuit.append ([cirq.XPowGate(exponent=symbol)(qubit [1])])
12
13 # Add three CNOT gates to make a SWAP gate:
14 circuit.append ([cirq.CNOT(qubit[0], qubit [1]),
15 cirq.CNOT(qubit[1], qubit [0]),
16 cirq.CNOT(qubit[0], qubit [1])])
17
18 # Measure qubit 1 first , then measure qubit 0:
19 circuit.append(cirq.measure(qubit[1], key=’q1’))
20 circuit.append(cirq.measure(qubit[0], key=’q0’), strategy=InsertStrategy.
NEW)
21
22 # Display the circuit:
23 printmd("\n**Cirq circuit :**")
24 print(circuit)
25
26 # Get a sweep over parameter values
27 sweep = cirq.Linspace(key=symbol.name , start =0.0, stop =1.0, length =3)
28
29 # Execute the circuit for all values in the sweep
30 sim = cirq.Simulator ()
31 results = sim.run_sweep(circuit , sweep , repetitions =50)
32 printmd("\n** Results for t = 0:**")
33 print(results [0])
34 printmd("\n** Results for t = 1:**")
35 print(results [2])
36 printmd("\n** Results for t = 0.5:**")
37 print(results [1])
In this experiment qubit 0 is always prepared in the state |+〉, while for qubit 1 we used three
different choices of initial state according to the value of the parameter 𝑡 in the “XPowGate":
𝑡 = 0 : XPowGate(t) = exp(𝑖𝑿𝜋𝑡/2) = 1 ; |𝑞1〉 = |0〉 (15)
𝑡 = 1 : XPowGate(t) = exp(𝑖𝑿𝜋𝑡/2) = 𝒊𝑿 ; |𝑞1〉 = |1〉
𝑡 = 0.5 : XPowGate(t) = exp(𝑖𝑿𝜋𝑡/2) = 1√
2
(1 + 𝑖 𝑿) ; |𝑞1〉 = |𝒊〉
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Figure 4: A circuit to SWAP two qubit states.The single qubit operation is a Hadamard gate. The two qubit
gate is a CNOT gate. In the circuit shown the initial state is |00〉, and the two dials indicate measurement of
the final state in the computational basis.
In each of the three cases we run the circuit 50 times, getting the following results:
Cirq circuit:
0: H @ X @ M(’q0’)
1: X^t X @ X M(’q1’)
Results for t = 0:
q0=00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
q1=01100011111010111111111110101101010100011010111001
Results for t = 1:
q0=11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
q1=10100111011100100101011100101100100001001000101100
Results for t = 0.5:
q0=10100101111000101011000101100101100010100011110111
q1=10111101111001000110010010000011011001000111100111
You see in each case that the two qubits have swapped states, although it is hard to tell the
difference in the third case (think about how you could distinguish them). We will come back to this
example when we discuss quantum measurement.
2.6 The no-cloning theorem
The previous example shows us how quantum information, by which I mean the state information
of one or more qubits, can be transferred from one system to another. However it is easy to see
that quantum states cannot be directly copied or cloned via unitary transformations such as gate
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operations. To be precise, if |𝑎〉 is some particular quantum state and𝑈 is some two-qubit unitary
transformation such that𝑈 |𝑎 0〉 = |𝑎 𝑎〉, then it is impossible that this property holds for arbitrary
states |𝑎〉. This follows trivially from the possibility of linear quantum superpositions. Suppose
we found two orthogonal states (such as |0〉 and |1〉 in the single qubit case) and a 𝑈 such that
𝑈 |𝑎 0〉 = |𝑎 𝑎〉 and 𝑈 |𝑏 0〉 = |𝑏 𝑏〉. Now consider the superposition |𝑐〉 ≡ (1/√2) ( |𝑎〉 + |𝑏〉);
obviously:
𝑈 |𝑐 0〉 = 1√
2
(𝑈 |𝑎 0〉 +𝑈 |𝑏 0〉) = 1√
2
( |𝑎 𝑎〉 + |𝑏 𝑏〉) (16)
≠ |𝑐 𝑐〉 = 1
2
( |𝑎 𝑎〉 + |𝑎 𝑏〉 + |𝑏 𝑎〉 + |𝑏 𝑏〉)
The no-cloning theorem means that we cannot copy an unknown quantum state; we can copy a
known quantum state, but this is really no different from the fact that we can prepare many identical
copies of the same known state. The no-cloning theorem has major consequences for quantum
communications, since it implies that you cannot construct an amplifier that preserves arbitrary
quantum information.
3. Quantum teleportation
Quantum teleportation is a process by which a qubit state can be transmitted by sending only
two classical bits of information [7]. This is accomplished by pre-sharing a Bell state between the
sender (Alice) and the receiver (Bob). This entangled state allows the receiver (Bob) of the two
classical bits of information to possess a qubit with the same state as the one originally held by the
sender (Alice). In accord with the no-cloning theorem, after performing the teleportation process
Alice is no longer in possession of her original qubit state. In this sense the qubit state has been
teleported from Alice to Bob.
3.1 Experiment 4: A circuit for quantum teleportation
In the example provided in the notebook, qubit 0 (the Message) is prepared in a random state by
applying X and Y gates. Alice is in possession of both the message qubit and qubit 1, which is part
of an EPR pair with Bob’s qubit 2. Alice now performs a Bell state measurement on her pair of
qubits, getting one of four possible results. She then transmits that result (equivalent to two classical
bits) to Bob, and Bob performs unitary operations on his qubit that depend on what he received from
Alice. The Cirq quantum circuit is nicely able to handle this.The result is that Bob’s qubit final state
is guaranteed to be in whatever state the message qubit was in originally. This is only possible given
that an entangled state was pre-shared between Alice and Bob.
1 # Define three qubits: msg = qubit [0], qalice = qubit [1], qbob = qubit [2]
2 qubit =[0]*(3)
3 qubit [0] = cirq.NamedQubit(’msg’)
4 qubit [1] = cirq.NamedQubit(’qalice ’)
5 qubit [2] = cirq.NamedQubit(’qbob’)
6
7 circuit = cirq.Circuit ()
8 # Create a Bell state entangled pair to be shared between Alice and Bob.
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Figure 5: Quantum teleportation circuit. In the circuit shown the initial state is |000〉; the Message qubit is
converted to a nontrivial state by applying random powers of the 𝑿 and 𝒀 gates. The Alice and Bob qubits are
entangled as an EPR pair. A Bell state measurement is performed on the Message and Alice qubits. Classical
information from this measurement then controls two single qubit operations on the Bob qubit.
9 circuit.append ([cirq.H(qubit [1]), cirq.CNOT(qubit[1], qubit [2])])
10
11 # Creates a random state for the Message.
12 ranX = random.random ()
13 ranY = random.random ()
14 circuit.append ([cirq.X(qubit [0])**ranX , cirq.Y(qubit [0])**ranY])
15
16 # Unitary operator rotating the two -qubit basis of the Message and Alice ’s
entangled qubit;
17 # rotates the Bell state basis to the computational basis:
18 circuit.append ([cirq.CNOT(qubit[0], qubit [1]), cirq.H(qubit [0])])
19 # Combining now with a measurment in the computational basis ,
20 # we effectively have projected this two -qubit state onto one of the four
states of
21 # the Bell state basis:
22 circuit.append(cirq.measure(qubit[0], qubit [1]))
23
24 # Use the two classical bits from the Bell measurement to recover the
25 # original quantum Message on Bob’s entangled qubit.
26 circuit.append ([cirq.CNOT(qubit[1], qubit [2]), cirq.CZ(qubit[0], qubit [2])
])
27
28 printmd("\n**Cirq circuit :**")
29 print(circuit)
30
31 sim = cirq.Simulator ()
32
33 # Run a simple simulation that applies the random X and Y gates that
34 # create our message.
35 q0 = cirq.LineQubit (0)
36 message = sim.simulate(cirq.Circuit ([cirq.X(q0)**ranX , cirq.Y(q0)**ranY]))
37
38 printmd("\n** Bloch Sphere of the Message qubit in the initial state :**")
39 expected = cirq.bloch_vector_from_state_vector(message.final_state ,0)
40 print("x: ", around(expected [0], 4), " y: ", around(expected [1], 4),
41 " z: ", around(expected [2], 4))
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42
43 # Records the final state of the simulation.
44 final_results = sim.simulate(circuit)
45
46 printmd("\n** Bloch Sphere of Bob’s qubit in the final state :**")
47 teleported = cirq.bloch_vector_from_state_vector(
48 final_results.final_state , 2)
49 print("x: ", around(teleported [0], 4), " y: ",
50 around(teleported [1], 4), " z: ", around(teleported [2], 4))
51
52 printmd("\n** Bloch Sphere of the Message qubit in the final state :**")
53 message_final = cirq.bloch_vector_from_state_vector(
54 final_results.final_state , 0)
55 print("x: ", around(message_final [0], 4), " y: ",
56 around(message_final [1], 4), " z: ", around(message_final [2], 4))
It is fun to run this several times to see that it works. A characteristic output is:
Cirq circuit:
msg: X^0.103 Y^0.456 @ H M @
qalice: H @ X M @
qbob: X X @
Bloch Sphere of the Message qubit in the initial state:
x: 0.9396 y: -0.3169 z: 0.1295
Bloch Sphere of Bob’s qubit in the final state:
x: 0.9396 y: -0.3169 z: 0.1295
Bloch Sphere of the Message qubit in the final state:
x: 0.0 y: 0.0 z: 1.0
Notice that the final state of the Message qubit is always trivial, either |0〉 or |1〉; this is a
manifestation of the no-cloning theorem. For fans of Star Trek, this is why Dr. McCoy objected to
using the teleportation device on the starship Enterprise: the teleportation process appears to destroy
the original information and then recreate it instantaneously somewhere else.
3.2 Experiment 5: Quantum teleportation without measurement
Your Python notebook contains this interesting variation on the basic quantum teleportation
circuit. It is exactly the same as the circuit in Experiment 4, except that we skip the measurement of
qubits 0 and 1 in the computational basis. Note that this is the second step of what I was calling a
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Figure 6: Quantum teleportation without measurement. In the circuit shown the initial state is |000〉; the
Message qubit is converted to a nontrivial state by applying random powers of the 𝑿 and 𝒀 gates. The Alice
and Bob qubits are entangled as an EPR pair. A unitary basis rotation from the Bell basis to the computational
basis is performed on the Message and Alice qubits. These qubits then control two single qubit operations on
the Bob qubit.
Bell state measurement; we still need to do the first step, which was a unitary basis change on qubits
0 and 1. So all we do is comment out one line of the Cirq code as follows:
1 # Unitary operator rotating the two -qubit basis of the Message and Alice ’s
entangled qubit;
2 # rotates the Bell state basis to the computational basis:
3 circuit.append ([cirq.CNOT(qubit[0], qubit [1]), cirq.H(qubit [0])])
4 # But this time skip the measurement
5 # circuit.append(cirq.measure(qubit [0], qubit [1]))
6
7 # Use the same operations as before to recover the
8 # original quantum Message on Bob’s entangled qubit.
9 circuit.append ([cirq.CNOT(qubit[1], qubit [2]), cirq.CZ(qubit[0], qubit [2])
])
As you can see for yourself by running the circuit, the teleportation works just as well as it did
before. This fact is a manifestation of the principle of deferred measurement, which implies that the
operation of measuring a qubit commutes with the operation of using it as a control for a controlled
gate operation. This means that in our quantum teleportation circuit I can delay the measurement
until after the unitary controlled gate operations that act on Bob’s qubit - but having delayed those
measurements I don’t need to do them at all.
The catch here is that now the two controlled gate operations require a direct physical connection
between qubits 0 and 2, rendering teleportation rather less magical. In fact, by comparing with the
SWAP circuit of Experiment 3, which also contained three controlled gate operations, we see that
the quantum teleportation circuit without measurement is just a variation on the swap.
The whole magic of teleportation comes from substituting a classical communications channel
for part of the swap, and which allows Bob’s qubit to be arbitrarily far away from Alice’s qubit. The
speed of teleportation is limited only by the fact that the classical information cannot be transmitted
faster than the speed of light. Indeed Bob could choose to measure his qubit before receiving the
classical transmission from Alice, since 25% of the time he already has the correct quantum state
without performing any “corrections". Then when Alice’s message finally shows up, Bob will know
if his teleported message was valid or not.
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Quantum teleportation over large distances is not a thought experiment anymore. The Alliance
for Quantum Technologies INQNET program, led by Caltech, has already commissioned high
performance quantum teleportation systems at Fermilab and Caltech that use near-infrared photons
moving over standard telecom fiber, with two time bins as the computational basis for the photonic
qubit [8]. Other national labs are developing similar systems, as part of the recently announced DOE
Quantum Internet Blueprint [9], which will connect all 17 DOE national labs with a high performance
quantum teleportation network - not quite “Beam me up Scotty" but still quite impressive.
4. Information and measurement
This section reviews the basic concepts of classical information theory and of classical
measurement. This language will give us enough knowledge to then discuss in Section 5 the general
phenomena of quantum decoherence, which in turn will lead to a modern discussion of quantum
measurement. One of my main goals here is to confront the fundamental sloppiness of how we all
learned (and some of us taught) quantum mechanics in college. Here are two standard examples of
sloppiness in the way we talk about quantum mechanics:
• Claim I: Classical physics is deterministic, while quantum physics is fundamentally proba-
bilistic.
• Claim II: In classical physics the observer and details of measurement are irrelevant to the
state of the system, whereas in quantum physics they play a very special role.
By the end of Section 6, you will see that both of these claims are (at best) misleading. Indeed
it would be more accurate (though still perhaps misleading) to replace them with the following
statements, which appear to be almost the direct converses:
• Claim I′: Classical physics is fundamentally probabilistic, while quantum physics is deter-
minisitic.
• Claim II′: In classical physics the state of the system depends fundamentally on the observer,
whereas in quantum physics states are defined independently of the notion of observers and
measurement.
A classical computer program takes an input and computes an output. Without loss of generality
we can take the input to be an 𝑛-bit binary number, and the output to be an 𝑚-bit binary number.
Then a computer program performs a mapping
C𝑛,𝑚 : {0, 1}𝑛 → {0, 1}𝑚 (17)
The input bitstring and the output bitstring are examples of information. When we talk about
information in our possession, it is customary to measure it in binary bits. Thus if you own the
complete works of William Shakespeare, you have approximately 16,800,000 bits of information.
In classical statistical mechanics we introduce the related concept of entropy, which can be
regarded as a measure of information not in your possession. Consider Boltzmann’s famous equation:
𝑆 = 𝑘𝐵 logΩ (18)
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Figure 7: Entanglement entropy for a biased coin flip plotted as a function of the probability that the coin
comes up heads.
where 𝑆 is the entropy of a physical system specified by the values of some thermodynamic variables,
𝑘𝐵 is Boltzmann’s constant, and Ω is the number of microstates accessible to the system given those
fixed values of the thermodynamic variables.
Claude Shannon, the founder of modern information theory, generalized this notion by defining
what is now known as the Shannon entropy for a general stochastic system:
𝑆 = −
∑︁
𝑖
𝑝𝑖 log2(𝑝𝑖) (19)
where 𝑖 labels possible configurations of the system, 𝑝𝑖 is the probability of that configuration, and
from now on when we take logarithms we always mean base 2.
Consider a coin flip. The final state configuration can be described by a single bit, where (say)
0 denotes heads and 1 denotes tails. If the coin flip is unbiased, then there is a 50-50 chance of either
outcome. In this case the Shannon entropy is
𝑆 = −(1
2
log
1
2
+ 1
2
log
1
2
) = −log1
2
= 1 (20)
This corresponds to the fact that prior to performing the coin flip we know nothing about the outcome:
the possible outcomes are decribed by one bit and our ignorance (as measured by the Shannon
entropy) is also one bit. Note the maximum Shannon entropy, denoting maximum ignorance, is
equal to 𝑛 for a configuration space labeled by 𝑛 bits.
Now suppose that the coin flip is instead biased, and we know the bias, having estimated it
from observing previous coin flips. Then we have partial information about the result of the next
coin flip, and therefore the Shannon entropy is reduced. Figure 7 shows the Shannon entropy for
the coin flip as a function of the probability that the coin comes up heads. Note that the Shannon
entropy vanishes when the coin flip is completely biased, since in this case we have complete prior
knowledge of the outcome.
Comparing with the Boltzmann entropy, we see that Boltzmann was using the Shannon entropy
with the simplifying assumption that all of the microstates are equally likely.
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4.1 Classical measurement theory
In classical physics measurements are performed on a configuration space of system vari-
ables. Examples of system variables are position, momentum, temperature, pressure, height,
color,...whatever you like. It is up to the observer to specify the configuration space of interest, and
the observer may already has some partial information about the system. This prior information
in general is a probability distribution, so we can define the classical prior state as a probability
distribution on an observer-specified configuration space. For example, suppose I am interested
in where in the world is Carmen Sandiego. I might decide to simplify my configuration space to
a single bit, where 0 denotes that Carmen is currently in the northern hemisphere, and 1 that she
is in the southern hemisphere. You might decide to use a different configuration space, perhaps
with 0/1 denoting that Carmen is in the western/eastern hemisphere. Even if you chose the same
definition of the configuration space, you might have different partial information than I have about
Carmen’s current location. In both cases you and I are constructing different classical prior states
to describe Carmen; the classical state description is tied fundamentally to the observer. There is
nothing strange about this as long as different observers construct consistent descriptions of the same
physical system.
A classical measurement is a process for collecting more information about a particular classical
system. The measurement itself consists of some readout variables defining the configuration space
of the measuring apparatus, that we denote collectively by 𝑌 , which are supposed to be correlated
with, and thus give us information about, the system variables 𝑋 . A classical measurement of
continuous system variables has no pre-defined limit on its precision, and thus we can imagine
measuring position and momentum simultaneously with a precision that would cause Heisenberg to
object. However any actual classical measurement has limited precision, since your readout gauges
have a finite number of registers; thus we can always think about classical measurement in terms of
discrete variables.
Classical measurements in general are imperfect, due to the presence of noise. This is another
way of saying that the combined configuration space of your system+apparatus is always ignoring
many other degrees of freedom, introducing unknown dynamics that can decorrelate the readout
variables from the system variables. In order to interpret the classical measurement we need to
introduce some kind of modeling of the noise, often in terms of some random variables that I denote
by Ξ. In this notation the values obtained for the readout variable in the classical measurement are
some function of the system variables and the noise variables:
𝑌 = 𝐹 (𝑋,Ξ) (21)
Since we can regard 𝑋 and 𝑌 as binary bitstrings (of equal length), a simple example of a noise
model is to introduce the possibility of bit-flip errors in the readout:
𝑌 = 𝑋 ⊕ Ξ (22)
where ⊕ is the Boolean “exclusive or" operator, also known as XOR, which takes 00 → 0, 01 → 1,
10→ 1, and 11→ 0.
In the simple case of a single bit system 𝑥 = 0, 1, we assume that the noise variable is also a
single bit 𝜉 = 0, 1, and that 𝑥 and 𝜉 combine via the XOR operator to determine the single bit readout
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variable 𝑦 = 0, 1. The simple bit-flip noise model assumes that there is a probability 1 − 𝜇 that the
readout bit (𝑦 = 0, 1) has the bit-flipped, i.e. wrong, value. Thus P(𝜉 = 0) = 𝜇, P(𝜉 = 1) = 1 − 𝜇,
and (22) can be written:
P(𝑦 = 0) = 𝜇 P(𝑥 = 0) + (1 − 𝜇) P(𝑥 = 1) (23)
P(𝑦 = 1) = (1 − 𝜇) P(𝑥 = 0) + 𝜇 P(𝑥 = 1)
In this simple example our classical prior state is completely specified by P(𝑥 = 0), since
P(𝑥 = 1) = 1 − P(𝑥 = 0). After we perform the classical measurement and obtain a value for the
readout variable 𝑦, we use this information to define the post-measurement system state by P(𝑥 |𝑦),
where this notation means “the probability of the system variable having value 𝑥 given that the
readout variable had value 𝑦”. This posterior classical system state is computed using the famous
Bayes’ theorem:
P(𝑥 |𝑦) = P(𝑦 |𝑥) ∗ P(𝑥)P(𝑦) (24)
Using Bayes’ theorem it is straightforward [10] to derive a formula that computes P(𝑥 |𝑦)
given any prior P(𝑥), our noise model, and the result 𝑦 of the measurement. If the result of the
measurement is 𝑦 = 0 then the posterior state is
P(𝑥 |𝑦) = P(𝜉 = 𝑥) ∗ P(𝑥)P(𝜉 = 0)P(𝑥 = 0) + P(𝜉 = 1)P(𝑥 = 1) (25)
whereas if the measurement gives 𝑦 = 1 the posterior state is
P(𝑥 |𝑦) = P(𝜉 =!𝑥) ∗ P(𝑥)P(𝜉 = 0)P(𝑥 = 0) + P(𝜉 = 1)P(𝑥 = 1) (26)
where !𝑥 means NOT 𝑥.
From this result you can check that, in the limit of a zero noise measurement, meaning
P(𝜉 = 0) = 𝜇 → 1, you get P(𝑥 |𝑦) → 𝛿𝑥,𝑦 , meaning that the posterior state now has complete
information about whether Carmen is currently in the northern or southern hemisphere. In the limit
of maximally bad noise, P(𝜉 = 0) = 𝜇 → 1/2, you can check that P(𝑥 |𝑦) → P(𝑥), meaning that
the measurement did not add any new information.
4.2 Review of classical claims, with help from the LHC
Let us now re-examine the parts of Claims I,II and I′,II′ that referred to classical systems. The
assertion in Claim II′ that in classical physics the state of the system depends fundamentally on the
observer is true by definition, as we have just reviewed. The assertion in Claim I′ that classical
physics is fundamentally probabilistic is also true by definition, as we have seen. The strategy of
the classical physicist is to choose a configuration space with some manageable number of system
variables to describe part of a classical system and part of its dynamics, then perform measurements
that increase our information about the system variables. In particular the classical physicist looks
for predictive regularities which an old school physicist would codify as “laws", or in a more modern
approach treat as correlations of the system variables. In the modern language we say that the
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physical world has some underlying “latent variables" 𝑍 with correlations between them, 𝑃(𝑍).
When we go out and make measurements of some observer-defined set of system variable 𝑋 , we
are observing an instance of 𝑃(𝑋, 𝑍), the joint probability distribution that relates some underlying
latent variables to the measurable system variables. Our job as physicists is to use a few of these
instances as clues to guess the underlying “generative model"; for example by making measurements
of the orbits of a few planets I infer a generative model that explains all possible orbits of all possible
planets. Just as in machine learning, the power of this procedure is that often a generative model
with a small number of latent variables 𝑍 does an excellent job of generating new instances of some
particular set of measurable system variables 𝑋 with features that we happen to be interested in; this
is what a physicist calls “making predictions". Just as in machine learning, this works best when
the features that we care about are coarse-grained “macro" features. Probabilities are fundamental
to classical descriptions because in the coarse-graining that we use to define a particular macro
configuration space we treat other “micro" states as statistical ensembles.
These facts are well known to experimental high energy particle physicists in the modern era,
who analyze data from particle detectors. Indeed I first learned about Bayes’ theorem from my
CMS colleague Maurizio Pierini, one of the world’s leading experts on how to extract the maximum
amount of information from collider datasets. An analysis of CMS data describes the end result
of a proton-proton collision in the CMS detector by a finite number of classical system variables
𝑋 , such as four-momenta and charges of final state particles, mapped to a set of discrete readout
variables 𝑌 , which could be hits in a tracker layer or energy deposits in a calorimeter cell, with a
mapping of the form (21). The analog of Ξ and the function 𝐹 (𝑋,Ξ) are models and probability
distributions (obtained ultimately from data) of various aspects of detector response. Although
some quantum effects creep in, these probabilities are best regarded as classical in nature: they arise
because knowing that a 100 GeV pion started a shower in the CMS hadronic calorimeter does not
give you enough information to determine the response of the calorimeter, which depends on details
of that particular shower. The choice of the system variables and thus of the classical configuration
space for the analysis depends on what the analyzer is looking for.
What now are we to make of the “sloppy" statement in Claim I, that classical physics is
deterministic. Classical measurements in a suitably restricted configuration space can be both highly
reliable and predictive; for example I am pretty sure that I am currently located in the northern
hemisphere, and can predict with high confidence that I will still be in the northern hemisphere
tomorrow. These sorts of deterministic statements, however, depend very much on your choice of
configuration space. For example, suppose I notice a speck of dust in my hair, and I want to predict
in which part of my house that speck will be tomorrow. This is certainly a classical prediction, but
any reasonable classical physicist would make such a prediction in terms of a probability distribution.
We often assert that “in principle" you can expand your classical configuration space and your set of
classical measurements in such a way as to make deterministic predictions of whatever we like; but
what we actually mean by this assertion is that in classical physics there are no built-in hard limits on
this process. Similar reasoning applies to the sloppy statement in Claim II that in classical physics
the observer and details of measurement are irrelevant to the state of the system. What this really
means is that we can often choose the classical configuration space and the classical measurement
apparatus in such a way that there is essentially zero chance of back-reaction from the measurement
on the chosen system variables. Thus it is highly unlikely that in the course of measuring that I am
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currently in the northern hemisphere I will somehow end up in the southern hemisphere. However,
suppose my single bit configuration space is whether or not there are gasoline fumes in a metal pail,
and my classical measurement consists of throwing a lighted match into the pail. In this case the
posterior state is always 0 regardless of whether the prior state was 0 or 1. This is still a perfectly
valid classical measurement.
5. Quantum entropy and quantum decoherence
5.1 The density matrix and quantum entropy
The density matrix in quantum mechanics is a generalization of the notion of a quantum state
vector. It gets around what is otherwise a fundamental issue of how to describe an open system,
i.e. a quantum system that interacts with degrees of freedom outside the Hilbert space that we are
considering (or have access to). As we have seen, in classical descriptions we describe open systems
by a classical ensemble: a sum over the states of the configuration space of interest, weighted by
probabilities determined by interactions with the larger system. This approach will fail spectacularly
for open quantum systems, since in general there will be entanglement between the Hilbert space of
interest and the larger system.
The density matrix solves this problem by defining what looks like a classical ensemble of
projection operators onto some 𝑁-dimensional orthonormal basis of quantum states in the Hilbert
space of interest for some open quantum system; this density operator is written as
𝜌 =
∑︁
𝑖, 𝑗
𝑝𝑖 𝑗 |𝜓𝑖〉 〈𝜓 𝑗 | (27)
where |𝜓𝑖〉 are the orthonormal basis states. The matrix elements of the operator 𝜌 are just the
weights 𝑝𝑖 𝑗 ; these define a basis-dependent 𝑁 × 𝑁 matrix 𝜌𝑖 𝑗 called the density matrix. We require
that the density matrix of any quantum open system satisfies three basis-independent properties:
• 𝜌 is Hermitian.
• 𝒕𝒓𝜌 = 1.
• The eigenvalues of 𝜌 are non-negative.
As we noted in Section (2), for any quantum state vector written as a superposition, |?˜?〉 =∑
𝑖 𝛼𝑖 |𝜓𝑖〉, we can always find a new orthonormal basis where the same state is just one of the basis
states. Comparing to Eq. (27), this means that the state vector corresponds, in a suitable basis, to a
diagonal density matrix with a single entry equal to 1, and the rest zeroes. You can easily check
yourself that not only is 𝒕𝒓𝜌 = 1 in this case, but also 𝒕𝒓 (𝜌2) = 1. Any density matrix that satisfies
𝒕𝒓 (𝜌2) = 1 is called a pure state. Obviously the quantum mechanics of pure states is equivalent
to the usual description of a closed quantum system in terms of state vectors, so nothing has been
gained so far, although the density matrix version of a state vector has the nice property that any
overall phase in the state vector automatically drops out from 𝜌.
Now consider an open quantum system 𝐴 with Hilbert space 𝐻𝐴 that has physical interactions,
possibly including entanglement, with another quantum system 𝐵 having Hilbert space 𝐻𝐵. Physics
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in the larger space 𝐻𝐴 ⊗ 𝐻𝐵 can be described by pure states corresponding to density matrices 𝜌𝐴𝐵
that satisfy 𝒕𝒓𝜌2𝐴𝐵 = 1. In order to get a description of physics in the subspace 𝐻
𝐴 that does not
make a reference to what is going on in 𝐻𝐵, we can do a partial trace of the density operator 𝜌𝐴𝐵
over the subspace 𝐻𝐵. The resulting density matrix 𝜌𝐴 will then describe the open quantum system
with Hilbert space 𝐻𝐴.
This is easiest to understand by looking at a simple example. Suppose that Alice and Bob share
the EPR pair (1/√2) ( |00〉 + |11〉). In this example 𝐻𝐴 and 𝐻𝐵 are both single qubit Hilbert spaces,
and 𝐻𝐴𝐵 has dimension 22 = 4. In the standard computational basis for 𝐻𝐴𝐵, the EPR pure state
corresponds to the following density operator:
𝜌𝐴𝐵 =
[
1√
2
( |00〉 + |11〉)
] [
1√
2
(〈00| + 〈11|)
]
(28)
=
1
2
( |00〉 〈00| + |00〉 〈11| + |11〉 〈00| + |11〉 〈11|) (29)
=
1
2
©­­­­«
1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1
ª®®®®¬
(30)
Now we can take the partial trace over 𝐻𝐵 by summing over the expectation values of the density
operator as written in Eq. (29) between the computational basis states of 𝐻𝐵:
𝜌𝐴 ≡ 𝒕𝒓𝐵 (𝜌𝐴𝐵) = 〈0𝐵 | 𝜌𝐴𝐵 |0𝐵〉 + 〈1𝐵 | 𝜌𝐴𝐵 |1𝐵〉 (31)
=
1
2
(〈0𝐵 | |0𝐴0𝐵〉 〈0𝐴0𝐵 | |0𝐵〉 + 〈1𝐵 | |1𝐴1𝐵〉 〈1𝐴1𝐵 | |1𝐵〉) (32)
=
1
2
( |0𝐴〉 〈0𝐴| + |1𝐴〉 〈1𝐴|) (33)
=
1
2
(
1 0
0 1
)
(34)
The resulting matrix 𝜌𝐴 is sometimes called the state matrix of the open quantum system 𝐴, since it
is the appropriate quantum generalization of the state vector of a closed quantum system. This is the
fundamental way to describe an open quantum system. Observe that 𝜌𝐴 is not equivalent to any
quantum state vector, since it is not a pure state; we can confirm this by computing the trace of its
square:
𝒕𝒓 (𝜌2𝐴) = 𝒕𝒓
(
1
2
(
1 0
0 1
)
1
2
(
1 0
0 1
))
=
1
4
𝒕𝒓
(
1 0
0 1
)
=
1
2
(35)
Density matrices with the property 𝒕𝒓 (𝜌2) < 1 are called mixed states. By using a basis |𝜓𝑖〉
that diagonalizes such a density matrix, we can always write it in the form:
𝜌mixed =
∑︁
𝑖
𝑝𝑖 |𝜓𝑖〉 〈𝜓𝑖 | (36)
which looks like a classical ensemble of pure states with probability weights 𝑝𝑖 . Thus in our simple
example of Alice’s single qubit, the density matrix in Eq. (34) is a single qubit mixed state. It could
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indeed describe a classical ensemble where there is a 50% chance that we are in the state |0〉 and
a 50% chance that we are in the state |1〉. But in fact in our case 𝜌𝐴 is the partial trace over an
entangled two-qubit state, and the weights 𝑝𝑖 are a purely quantum effect: they represent a loss of
quantum information about the two-qubit entangled state.
The standard measure of the loss of quantum information from entanglement is called the Von
Neumann entropy or entanglement entropy:
𝑆(𝜌) ≡ −𝒕𝒓 𝜌 log 𝜌 (37)
For a closed quantum system the entanglement entropy vanishes. For an open quantum system 𝐴
entangled with another system 𝐵, we can compute the entanglement entropy as
𝑆𝐴 = −𝒕𝒓 𝜌𝐴 log 𝜌𝐴 = −𝒕𝒓𝑨 ( 𝒕𝒓𝑩 (𝜌𝐴𝐵)log 𝒕𝒓𝑩 (𝜌𝐴𝐵)) (38)
We see also from using a basis where 𝜌𝐴𝐵 is diagonal that 𝑆𝐴 = 𝑆𝐵. In the case of Alice 𝑆𝐴 = 1,
representing the fact that because of the maximal entanglement, Alice is missing a full qubit worth
of quantum information. Since 𝑆𝐵 = 1, Bob is doing no better, also missing a full qubit worth of
quantum information. Another way of saying the same thing is to define the mutual information 𝑀𝐼:
𝑀𝐼 (𝐴, 𝐵) ≡ 𝑆𝐴 + 𝑆𝐵 − 𝑆𝐴𝐵 (39)
In our simple example, 𝑆𝐴𝐵 = 0 since it comes from a pure state, so 𝑀𝐼 = 1 + 1 − 0 = 2.
This represents the maximal amount of quantum information that two qubits can share through
entanglement.
For a single qubit mixed state, the entanglement entropy has a nice representation in terms of
the Bloch sphere. A single qubit density matrix is a a 2 × 2 Hermitian matrix with unit trace; this
can be described in terms of three real parameters in the basis of the Pauli matrices:
𝜌1 =
1
2
(1 + 𝑥𝜎𝑥 + 𝑦𝜎𝑦 + 𝑧𝜎𝑧) (40)
The determinant of this matrix is given by:
det(𝜌) = 1
4
(1 − 𝑟2) ; 𝑟 =
√︃
𝑥2 + 𝑦2 + 𝑧2 (41)
From the required properties of the density operator, this determinant is the product of two nonnegative
eigenvalues, both ≤ 1. So 0 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 1. Furthermore 𝑟 = 1 implies that one of the eigenvalues is 1,
which means that the other eigenvalue vanishes, since 𝜌1 has unit trace. Thus 𝑟 = 1 means we have
a pure state. Putting this all together, a general single qubit density matrix maps to a point in the
interior of the Bloch sphere, reaching the surface of the Bloch sphere only for pure states, i.e. states
that map to the single qubit state vector Eq. (1).
You can check that the entanglement entropy of a general single qubit system can be written as
𝑆(𝜌1) = −
((
1 + 𝑟
2
)
log
(
1 + 𝑟
2
)
+
(
1 − 𝑟
2
)
log
(
1 − 𝑟
2
))
(42)
In our simple example, Alice’s qubit, considered as a closed system 𝐴, is at the exact center of
the Bloch sphere, 𝑟 = 0. This corresponds to the fact that, treating 𝐴 as a closed system, the density
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matrix 𝜌𝐴 of Eq. (35) does not correspond to any pure single qubit state, rather it is the density
matrix of a classical system with 50% probability of being in state |0〉 and 50% probability of being
in state |1〉. Thus Alices’s qubit is part of a quantum pure state when considering the full system
𝐴 + 𝐵, but looks like a “post-measurement" classical state when considering 𝐴 as a closed system.
Of course something like this has to be true, since as we saw in our example Alice has no causal
way of knowing if the pure state of 𝐴 + 𝐵 has been measured by Bob or not. We will return to this
connection between entanglement and quantum measurement in the next section.
5.2 Quantum decoherence
In the real world all quantum systems are open systems; they have some interaction with their
environment, an environment that usually consists of a large number of unobserved degrees of
freedom. At the quantum level these interactions produce entanglement between the “System" 𝑆 that
we are trying to model (or manipulate), and the “Environment" 𝐸 . As a result there is a tendency for
quantum information in 𝑆 to be lost, i.e. for growth of the entanglement entropy 𝑆(𝜌𝑆) relative to the
combined system 𝑆 + 𝐸 . I will use the phrase “quantum decoherence" to denote this environmentally
induced process. Quantum decoherence of qubit states in quantum computers is one of the biggest
challenges limiting the performance of today’s quantum computers. There is a fundamental tension
that afflicts any conceivable hardware implementation of a digital quantum processor: on the one
hand you need to be able to manipulate your qubits in order to create a quantum circuit and run it and
read out the results, but on the other hand you want to isolate your qubits from outside influences to
avoid quantum decoherence.
Of course, as always in quantum physics, the underlying interactions involve only unitary
time evolution and are in that sense completely deterministic as viewed in 𝑆 + 𝐸 , but only in very
simplified cases do we have the ability to model or observe 𝑆 + 𝐸 . The traditional attitude of the
particle physicist is to ignore the existence of the environment entirely, or (even worse) to model the
environmental effects entirely as classical noise, similar to our discussion in Section 4.
Let’s try to understand quantum decoherence in more detail by taking 𝑆 to consist of a single
qubit. At time 𝑡 = 0 we manage to prepare 𝑆 in some particular known pure state; this means that
there exists a basis where
𝜌𝑆 =
(
1 0
0 0
)
; 𝒕𝒓 (𝜌𝑆) = 1, 𝒕𝒓 (𝜌2𝑆) = 1 (43)
Interaction with the environment means that there is a larger density matrix 𝜌𝑆𝐸 such that, at any
time 𝑡, 𝜌𝑆 is given by the partial trace of 𝜌𝑆𝐸 over a basis in the Hilbert space 𝐻𝐸 of the relevant
part of the environment. Quantum decoherence is then the tendency for 𝑆(𝜌𝑆) to increase over time,
or equivalently for 𝒕𝒓 (𝜌2𝑆) to decrease over time. For our single qubit example maximal decoherence
occurs when 𝑆(𝜌𝑆) → 1, or equivalently 𝒕𝒓 (𝜌2𝑆) → 1/2. When this happens, regardless of where on
the surface of the Bloch sphere we had arranged to put our qubit, it has now migrated to the center of
the sphere.
A key property of the decoherence process is that interactions with the environment typically
select a preferred basis. This is obvious in the case where the interactions between 𝑆 and 𝐸 are due
to an interaction Hamiltonian 𝐻int that decomposes as a Hermitian tensor product operator in 𝑆 ⊗ 𝐸 ;
in such a case there are observables defined in 𝑆 that commute with 𝐻int, and thus there are states
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in 𝑆 unaffected by the environmental interaction. This environmentally-preferred basis is called a
pointer basis, for reasons which will become apparent when we discuss quantum measurement. For
a single qubit state the intelligent quantum computer designer will define the computational basis to
be this preferred basis; this at least ensures that the states |0〉 and |1〉 are relatively stable.
Let’s consider a very simple example. Suppose my single qubit corresponds to a particular
transition in an atom: |0〉 is the lower energy state of the transition, and |1〉 is the higher energy
state. The environmental interaction that we will consider are photons with frequency close to the
atomic transition. Up to an overall constant, we can model the interaction by the Jaynes-Cummings
Hamiltonian [11]:
𝐻int = −
(
𝑐1 𝜎
𝑧 + 𝑐2 (𝑎† 𝜎− + 𝑎 𝜎+)
)
; 𝜎+ =
(
0 1
0 0
)
; 𝜎− =
(
0 0
1 0
)
(44)
where the Pauli matrices act on the atomic qubit, 𝑎†,𝑎 are creation/annihilation operators for a
photon, and 𝑐1, 𝑐2 are constants. To make things even simpler, we will only allow single photons, so
the photon can also be represented by a single qubit. We will prepare the initial state at 𝑡 = 0 to be
|𝜓(𝑡 = 0)〉 = |01〉, i.e. the atom in the |0〉 state along with an occupied single photon state |1〉. The
density matrix for the two-qubit system at 𝑡 = 0 can be written as
𝜌𝑆𝐸 (0) = 𝑃01 ⊗ 𝑃12 ; 𝑃01,2 = |0〉 〈0| =
(
1 0
0 0
)
, 𝑃11,2 = |1〉 〈1| =
(
0 0
0 1
)
(45)
where 𝑃0, 𝑃1 are the single qubit projection operators onto the states |0〉,|1〉.
The two-qubit system has a unitary time evolution
|𝜓(𝑡)〉 = 𝑈 (𝑡) |𝜓(𝑡 = 0)〉 = e−𝑖𝐻int𝑡 |01〉 (46)
Using 𝜌𝑆𝐸 (𝑡) = 𝑈 (𝑡)𝜌𝑆𝐸 (0)𝑈−1(𝑡) and taking the partial trace, you should be able to derive that
𝜌𝑆 (𝑡) = 12
(
1 + cos2(√2𝑡) 1
0 sin2(√2𝑡)
)
(47)
In the derivation you can use the fact that for a 22 × 22 matrix of the form
©­­­­«
𝑎1 𝑎2 𝑎3 𝑎4
𝑏1 𝑏2 𝑏3 𝑏4
𝑐1 𝑐2 𝑐3 𝑐4
𝑑1 𝑑2 𝑑3 𝑑4
ª®®®®¬
(48)
the partial trace over the second qubit gives the 2 × 2 matrix(
𝑎1 + 𝑏2 𝑎3 + 𝑏4
𝑐1 + 𝑑2 𝑐3 + 𝑑4
)
(49)
In Figure (8) we see the trace of the square of the single qubit “System" density matrix 𝜌𝑆 (𝑡) and
the corresponding entanglement entropy 𝑆(𝜌𝑠 (𝑡)), plotted versus time. The oscillations are a slightly
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Figure 8: The trace of the square of the single qubit “System" density matrix 𝜌𝑆 (𝑡) and the corresponding
entanglement entropy, plotted versus time after coupling to the “Environment" qubit with a Jaynes-Cummings
type Hamiltonian Eq. (44) with 𝑐1 = 𝑐2 = 1.
nonstandard variation of the famous Rabi oscillations which are used in real quantum hardware to
manipulate qubit states [11]. In our case we have cooked things up such that the two-qubit system
oscillates between the initial state |01〉 and the Bell state |𝛽01〉 = (1
√
2) ( |01〉 + |10〉. We have rather
arbitraily chosen the basis that diagonalizes the Pauli matrix 𝜎𝑧 that appears in 𝐻int as the pointer
basis; in the usual demonstrations of Rabi oscillations this is the right choice since 𝑐1 is much larger
than 𝑐2; note that for the underlying physical system the pointer basis is the energy eigenstate basis,
as is often the case.
We see that the interaction with this very simple environment does indeed lead to nonzero
entanglement entropy, which reaches its maximum value of one whenever 𝑡 is a multiple of
√
2𝜋/4,
corresponding to a Bell state in 𝑆 + 𝐸 , and a state at the center of the Bloch sphere in 𝑆. We have
not achieved quantum decoherence however, because of the simple oscillatory behavior. This is
not surprising since we expect true quantum decoherence to require interacting with (directly or
indirectly) a large number of degrees of freedom.
Somewhat surprisingly, we can get pretty close to the true behavior of quantum decoherence by
adding one additional environmental qubit. In analogy with Eq. (44) I will use the following 3-qubit
Hamiltonian:
𝐻int = −
(
𝑐11(𝜎𝑧1 ⊗ 12 ⊗ 13) + 𝑐22(11 ⊗ 𝜎𝑧2 ⊗ 13) + 𝑐33(11 ⊗ 12 ⊗ 𝜎𝑧3 ) (50)
+ 𝑐12(𝜎+1𝜎−2 + 𝜎−1 𝜎+2 ) ⊗ 13 + 𝑐13(𝜎+1𝜎−3 + 𝜎−1 𝜎+3 ) ⊗ 12
)
We choose the couplings as follows: 𝑐11 = 0.9, 𝑐22 = 0.3, 𝑐33 = 0.4, 𝑐12 = 0.5, 𝑐13 = 0.4. As
in the previous example, we are assuming that the pointer basis is the basis that diagonalizes the
Pauli 𝜎𝑧 operators, i.e. the usual computational basis.
For the initial state at 𝑡 = 0 we will put our System qubit in the Hadamard state |+〉 =
(1√2) ( |0〉 + |1〉), which is a superposition state in the pointer basis with
𝜌𝑆 (0) = 12
(
1 1
1 1
)
(51)
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Figure 9: The absolute value of the off-diagonal term in the single qubit “System" density matrix 𝜌𝑆 (𝑡) and
the corresponding entanglement entropy 𝑆(𝜌𝑆 (𝑡)), plotted versus time after coupling to the two “Environment"
qubits. The initial System state is the Hadamard superposition state |+〉 = (1/√2) ( |0〉 + |1〉).
For the two Environmental qubits we will assume they are in the state |01〉. As in the previous
example we construct the unitary time evolution for the full system 𝑆 + 𝐸 :
|𝜓(𝑡)〉 = 𝑈 (𝑡) |𝜓(𝑡 = 0)〉 = e−𝑖𝐻int𝑡 |01〉 (52)
We then use 𝜌𝑆𝐸 (𝑡) = 𝑈 (𝑡)𝜌𝑆𝐸 (0)𝑈−1(𝑡) and take the partial trace to get 𝜌𝑆 (𝑡). This example is
too difficult to do by hand, but is easy to implement in Mathematica or Python. For the partial trace
one needs to know that for a 23 × 23 matrix of the form
©­­­­­­­­­­­­­«
𝑎1 𝑎2 𝑎3 𝑎4 𝑎5 𝑎6 𝑎7 𝑎8
𝑏1 𝑏2 𝑏3 𝑏4 𝑏5 𝑏6 𝑏7 𝑏8
𝑐1 𝑐2 𝑐3 𝑐4 𝑐5 𝑐6 𝑐7 𝑐8
𝑑1 𝑑2 𝑑3 𝑑4 𝑑5 𝑑6 𝑑7 𝑑8
𝑒1 𝑒2 𝑒3 𝑒4 𝑒5 𝑒6 𝑒7 𝑒8
𝑓 1 𝑓 2 𝑓 3 𝑓 4 𝑓 5 𝑓 6 𝑓 7 𝑓 8
𝑔1 𝑔2 𝑔3 𝑔4 𝑔5 𝑔6 𝑔7 𝑔8
ℎ1 ℎ2 ℎ3 ℎ4 ℎ5 ℎ6 ℎ7 ℎ8
ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬
(53)
the partial trace over the second and third qubits gives the 2 × 2 matrix(
𝑎1 + 𝑏2 + 𝑐3 + 𝑑4 𝑎5 + 𝑏6 + 𝑐7 + 𝑑8
𝑒1 + 𝑓 2 + 𝑔3 + ℎ4 𝑒5 + 𝑓 6 + 𝑔7 + ℎ8
)
(54)
Figure (9) shows the time evolution of the entanglement entropy 𝑆(𝜌𝑆 (𝑡)), as well as the
magnitude of the off-diagonal terms in 𝜌𝑆 (𝑡). The figure is misleading in that for sufficiently large 𝑡
one will start to see periodic behavior again, but again this is expected since our “Environment"
Hilbert space has only four states! Nevertheless we start to see some of the behavior of true quantum
decoherence:
• The off-diagonal terms of of the System density matrix 𝜌𝑆 written in the pointer basis decay
away on some time scale determined by 𝐻int. For a more generic environment we expect this
decay to be exponential.
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• Because of this effect, the entanglement entropy quickly saturates at its maximum value and
stays there.
The more opportunities you give your system to entangle with multiple degrees of freedom in the
environment, the more unstable you expect most quantum superposition states to be. This is one of
the reasons why you will never succeed in putting Schrodinger’s cat in a superposition state - indeed
one can argue that for a macroscopic system like a cat it decoheres itself. Since these lectures are
trying to avoid thought experiments, I will leave this as an exercise for the reader.
6. Quantum measurement
The essentially new feature of the analysis of quantum phenomena is...the introduction
of a fundamental distinction between the measuring apparatus and the objects under
investigation – Niels Bohr, 1958
This is clearly unsatisfactory. If quantum mechanics applies to everything then it must
apply to a physicist’s measurement apparatus. – StevenWeinberg, Lectures on Quantum
Mechanics, 2013
To make a long story short, Bohr was wrong and Weinberg is correct. One of the beautiful
things about having real functioning quantum computers is that can we avoid long tedious arguments
about how quantum measurements work. The quantum computers are making such measurements,
so what are they actually doing?
It has been realized for some decades now that quantum measurement is intimately related to
environmentally-induced quantum decoherence. Wojciech Zurek had the key insight that physical
environments superselect certain bases, leading to pointer states [12, 13]. For a two-level pointer
state this means that we have a qubit with a preferred computational basis |0〉 and |1〉. Often this
preferred basis maps to energy eigenstates. Since for a well-chosen pointer qubit superposition states
are highly unstable, it performs like a classical pointer, pointing either to 0 or to 1.
The fact that pointer states are easy to make is the flip side of the statement that quantum
computers are difficult to make. The qubits of a digitally programmable quantum computer need to
act like pointer states at the beginning and end of the quantum circuit, but in the middle of the circuit
sustain highly entangled superposition states that can be manipulated on timescales short compared
to the timescale where quantum decoherence spoils the circuit.
Let us now discuss quantum measurement in the same language that we used to understand the
basic features of environmentally-induced quantum decoherence. I have some pure quantum state in
the System 𝑆 that I would like to measure. 𝑆 is coupled to an Environment 𝐸; the new element is
that 𝐸 contains my pointer state that lives in some subspace 𝑃 of 𝐸 . For simplicity we can take 𝑆
and 𝑃 to be single qubits, and describe what is happening in a computational basis that includes the
enviromentally-preferred bases of 𝑆 and 𝑃.
If we make the mistake of trying to couple 𝑃 directly to 𝑆, then we will not learn anything about
actual measurements, since unitary time evolution in 𝑆 + 𝑃 is too simple, as we saw in our two-qubit
“example" of quantum decoherence. This gross over-simplification seems to be the origin of the
misleading but common claim that quantum measurement cannot be understood from the point of
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view of entanglement and unitary evolution without assuming that the measurement apparatus itself
is in quantum superposition. Obviously you cannot get a realistic view of quantum measurement
without putting in at least as much dynamics as you need to understand quantum decoherence, since
they are so closely related. Failure to include this dynamics leads to a lot of nonsense about “collapse
of the wavefunction", as if this were some mystical event. To put this another way, John Wheeler
liked to quote the saying “time is Nature’s way to keep everything from happening all at once"; in the
same (whimsical) sense, the dynamics of quantum decoherence is Nature’s way to keep everything
from being in superposition.
6.1 Kraus operators
Our overly-simplistic two-qubit example of 𝑆 + 𝐸 is good enough to introduce some basic
formalism that is the key to understanding quantum measurement in the language of quantum
decoherence. Let’s take the two-qubit Hamiltonian in 𝑆 + 𝐸 to be:
𝐻int = −
(
𝑐11(𝜎𝑧1 ⊗ 12) + 𝑐22(11 ⊗ 𝜎𝑧2 ) + 𝑐12(𝜎+1𝜎−2 + 𝜎−1 𝜎+2 )
)
(55)
and choose 𝑐11 = 𝑐22 = 𝑐12 = 1. For the initial state at 𝑡 = 0we put the System qubit in the Hadamard
state |+〉 = (1√2) ( |0〉 + |1〉), so
𝜌𝑆 (0) = 12
(
1 1
1 1
)
(56)
We will take the initial state of the Environment qubit |𝐸0〉 to be either |0〉 or |1〉. We construct the
unitary time evolution in 𝑆 + 𝐸 as
|𝜓(𝑡)〉 = 𝑈 (𝑡) |𝜓(𝑡 = 0)〉 = e−𝑖𝐻int𝑡 |+0〉 or |+1〉 (57)
and then use 𝜌𝑆𝐸 (𝑡) = 𝑈 (𝑡)𝜌𝑆𝐸 (0)𝑈−1(𝑡) to take the partial trace to get 𝜌𝑆 (𝑡).
The new wrinkle is to ask how can we describe this unitary time evolution that produces 𝜌𝑆 (𝑡)
from 𝜌𝑆 (0) entirely in terms of operators that act in 𝑆? This is the equivalent of ignoring the
existence of the Environment but mocking up the resulting physics in the single qubit System space.
This is accomplished by introducing the following simple example [14] of Kraus operators acting in
𝑆, constructed using the components𝑈𝑖 𝑗 of the 4 × 4 unitary time evolution operator in 𝑆 + 𝐸 :
𝐸11(𝑡) =
(
𝑈11 𝑈13
𝑈31 𝑈33
)
(58)
𝐸12(𝑡) =
(
𝑈12 𝑈14
𝑈32 𝑈34
)
𝐸21(𝑡) =
(
𝑈21 𝑈23
𝑈41 𝑈43
)
𝐸22(𝑡) =
(
𝑈22 𝑈24
𝑈42 𝑈44
)
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You can then verify the following expressions for 𝜌𝑆 (𝑡):
|𝐸0〉 = |0〉 : 𝜌𝑆 (𝑡) = 𝐸11.𝜌𝑆 (0).𝐸†11 + 𝐸21.𝜌𝑆 (0).𝐸†21 (59)
|𝐸0〉 = |1〉 : 𝜌𝑆 (𝑡) = 𝐸12.𝜌𝑆 (0).𝐸†12 + 𝐸22.𝜌𝑆 (0).𝐸†22
The 2 × 2 Kraus operators are not unitary; in fact they are not even Hermitian. So from this
truncated point of view that only allows operations in 𝑆, what appears to be going on? To see this,
let’s define the following bilinear combinations of the Kraus operators:
𝑃11 ≡ 𝐸11.𝐸†11 ; 𝑃21 ≡ 𝐸21.𝐸†21 (60)
𝑃12 ≡ 𝐸12.𝐸†12 ; 𝑃22 ≡ 𝐸22.𝐸†22
Now let’s look at some numerical values for the case |𝐸0〉 = |0〉 and at time 𝑡 = 1:
𝑃11 =
(
1 0
0 0.29
)
; 𝑃12 =
(
0 0
0 0.71
)
; 𝑃11 + 𝑃12 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
(61)
𝑃211 =
(
1 0
0 0.09
)
; 𝑃212 =
(
0 0
0 0.50
)
; 𝑃11.𝑃12 =
(
0 0
0 0.21
)
(62)
𝑃21 =
(
0.71 0
0 0
)
; 𝑃22 =
(
0.29 0
0 1
)
; 𝑃21 + 𝑃22 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
(63)
𝑃221 =
(
0.5 0
0 0
)
; 𝑃222 =
(
0.09 0
0 1
)
; 𝑃21.𝑃22 =
(
0.21 0
0 0
)
(64)
Again this oversimplified example displays simple periodic behavior rather than quantum
decoherence, but the dynamics does produce nonzero entanglement entropy, and in fact for 𝑡 = 1 we
find 𝑆(𝜌𝑆 (𝑡)) = 0.3. Looking at the operators 𝑃𝑖 𝑗 , it is pretty obvious what they are doing: each
set 𝑃11,𝑃12 and 𝑃21,𝑃22 is acting approximately like the 2 × 2 projection operators 𝑃0,𝑃1 onto the
System computational basis.
This is the basic trick whereby the environmental dynamics responsible for quantum coherence
resembles the projection operators that we introduce out of nowhere when invoking the so-called
Measurement Postulate of quantum mechanics. What we call quantum measurement is a special
case of this more general dynamics. To see it work in conjunction with the phenomena of pointer
states, you need to include a realistic number of degrees of freedom, as I have already emphasized.
6.2 The SWAP operator and “collapse" of the wavefunction
As a last example of how we often get confused about quantum measurement, let’s consider the
simple SWAP quantum circuit shown in Figure 4, that we discussed already in Section 2. In this
circuit we prepared the qubit 0 in the superposition state |+〉 = (1/√2) ( |0〉 + |1〉). We now want to
measure this state by the following two-step process:
• Transfer the quantum state information from qubit 0 to qubit 1 using the combination of three
CNOT operators as shown in the figure.
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• Measure qubit 1 in the computational basis to obtain the state information originally carried
by qubit 0.
It is important to keep inmind that it is the combination of these two steps that is the measurement.
This is a perfectly normal way of measuring qubit 0, and when repeated many times should give 0
half of the time and 1 half of the time, consistent with the fact that we prepared qubit 0 in the state |+〉.
Now ask the question: suppose that after this measurement is complete, we re-measure qubit 0 in the
computational basis; this corresponds precisely to the upper dial in Figure 4. What results will we
get? In the usual sloppy way that we teach quantum mechanics, we say that the second measurement
of qubit 0 in the computational basis should give the same result as the first measurement in the
computational basis, because after the first measurement the “wavefunction of qubit 0 has collapsed".
To see that this is false, recall the results that we got from running the notebook:
Cirq circuit:
0: H @ X @ M(’q0’)
1: X^t X @ X M(’q1’)
Results for t = 0:
q0=00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
q1=01100011111010111111111110101101010100011010111001
Results for t = 1:
q0=11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
q1=10100111011100100101011100101100100001001000101100
Results for t = 0.5:
q0=10100101111000101011000101100101100010100011110111
q1=10111101111001000110010010000011011001000111100111
As you see, for three different choices of a parameter that has to do with the physical state of
the measuring apparatus before the first measurement occurs, the results of the two independent
measurements of the state of qubit 0 give completely uncorrelated results. This is because the SWAP
operation, in the process of swapping out the quantum information from qubit 0 in order to measure
it, also swaps in a particular (but arbitrary) state. Thus the second measurement sees this other state,
not the "collapsed" version of the original state.
7. Bell inequalities
In 1964, a CERN particle theorist named John Stewart Bell wrote a remarkable paper titled
“On the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen Paradox" [15]. In this paper and some follow-on work, he derived
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the famous Bell inequalities. By obtaining measurements of expectation values in the laboratory
that violate a Bell inequality, you can prove that your system is indeed a quantum system with
quantum entanglement, not a classical system with clever correlations built into a “hidden" classical
configuration space. Here is a simple example of how this works.
Let’s generalize the simple EPR pair to a one-parameter family of 2-qubit entangled states:
|𝜓〉 = cos𝛼 |00〉 + sin𝛼 |11〉 (65)
Obviously for 𝛼 = 0 or 𝜋/2 the two qubits are not entangled, but for any other value 0 < 𝛼 < 𝜋/2
there is some amount of entanglement. We can measure this by computing the entanglement entropy.
Starting with the density matrix:
𝜌12 =
©­­­­«
cos2𝛼 0 0 cos𝛼 sin𝛼
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
cos𝛼 sin𝛼 0 0 sin2𝛼
ª®®®®¬
(66)
If we take the partial trace with respect to either the first or second qubit, we get
𝜌1 = 𝜌2 =
(
cos2𝛼 0
0 sin2𝛼
)
(67)
which gives the entanglement entropy
𝑆1 = 𝑆2 = −
(
cos2𝛼 log (cos2𝛼) + sin2𝛼 log (sin2𝛼)
)
(68)
As expected, 𝑆1 vanishes for 𝛼 = 0 or 𝜋/2, and has a maximum value of 1 when 𝛼 = 𝜋/4,
corresponding to an EPR pair.
Now suppose that Carmen prepares a large number of photon pairs in the state |𝜓〉 with some
fixed value of 𝛼. She sends one photon from each pair to Alice, and the other to Bob. For each photon
that Alice receives, she chooses at random whether to measure it the basis where 𝜎𝑧1 is diagonal (the
usual computational basis) or in the basis where 𝜎𝑥1 is diagonal (the Hadamard basis). Since both
𝜎𝑧1 and 𝜎
𝑥
1 have eigenvalues ±1, we can denote the results of these measurements collectively by 𝑄
and 𝑅, where each 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 = ±1, and each 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 = ±1.
Bob does the same thing with his photons, but chooses two different bases, specified as the
bases in which the following combinations of Pauli matrices are diagonal:
cos 𝛽 𝜎𝑧2 + sin 𝛽 𝜎𝑥2 (69)
cos 𝛽′𝜎𝑧2 + sin 𝛽′𝜎𝑥2 (70)
We can denote the results of these measurements collectively by 𝑆 and 𝑇 , where each 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 = ±1,
and each 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 = ±1.
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If we know the state |𝜓〉, we can use quantummechanics to predict the following joint expectation
values:
〈𝑄𝑆〉 = cos 𝛽 〈𝜓 | 𝜎𝑧1𝜎𝑧2 |𝜓〉 + sin 𝛽 〈𝜓 | 𝜎𝑧1𝜎𝑥2 |𝜓〉 (71)
= cos 𝛽
(
cos2𝛼 + sin2𝛼
)
(72)
= cos 𝛽 (73)
〈𝑄𝑇〉 = cos 𝛽′ (74)
〈𝑅𝑆〉 = cos 𝛽 〈𝜓 | 𝜎𝑥1 𝜎𝑧2 |𝜓〉 + sin 𝛽 〈𝜓 | 𝜎𝑥1 𝜎𝑥2 |𝜓〉 (75)
= 2cos𝛼 sin𝛼 sin 𝛽 (76)
= sin 2𝛼 sin 𝛽 (77)
〈𝑅𝑇〉 = sin 2𝛼 sin 𝛽′ (78)
Now consider the following linear combination of expectation values (please note the minus
sign):
𝐸Bell ≡ 〈𝑄𝑆〉 + 〈𝑅𝑆〉 + 〈𝑅𝑇〉 − 〈𝑄𝑇〉 = cos 𝛽 − cos 𝛽′ + sin 2𝛼 (sin 𝛽 + sin 𝛽′) (79)
The choice of 𝛽′ that maximizes 𝐸Bell is obviously cos 𝛽′ = −cos 𝛽, sin 𝛽′ = sin 𝛽 > 0. Then we
have:
𝐸Bell = 2cos 𝛽 + 2sin 2𝛼 sin 𝛽 (80)
The choice of 𝛽 that then maximizes 𝐸Bell is given by (check this yourself):
cos 𝛽 =
1√︁
1 + sin22𝛼
, sin 𝛽 =
sin 2𝛼√︁
1 + sin22𝛼
(81)
which gives:
𝐸Bell = 2
√︁
1 + sin22𝛼 (82)
Notice that, for any value of 𝛼, 0 < 𝛼 < 𝜋/2, the quantum prediction is 𝐸Bell > 2.
Now let’s compare this quantum prediction for 𝐸Bell with the prediction of the diehard classical
physicist, who tries to describe the system in terms of a “hidden variable" theory with “local realism".
There is a whole literature on the assumptions and caveats of this sort of thinking that we can happily
ignore. I only need to assume that, before the measurements are performed, we have system variables
𝑞, 𝑟 , 𝑠, 𝑡, all taking values ±1, in a classical configuration space with a prior probability distribution
given by some function P(𝑞, 𝑟, 𝑠, 𝑡). In this classical language the measurements 𝑄, 𝑅, 𝑆, 𝑇 are just
sampling from this distribution. We assume that Alice and Bob’s measurements follow the classical
protocol that we described in subsection (4.1), and we assume that Bob’s measurement results are not
affected by Alice’s measurment results other than through the correlations inherent in P(𝑞, 𝑟, 𝑠, 𝑡).
Lacking an actual hidden variable theory, our classical physicist has no way of knowing the
prior probability distribution P(𝑞, 𝑟, 𝑠, 𝑡), but can easily derive an inequality for 𝐸Bell that must be
obeyed for any P(𝑞, 𝑟, 𝑠, 𝑡). Notice that
𝑞𝑠 + 𝑟𝑠 + 𝑟𝑡 − 𝑞𝑡 = (𝑟 + 𝑞)𝑠 + (𝑟 − 𝑞)𝑡 (83)
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Since all the system variables take values ±1, we see that in every case either (𝑟 + 𝑞)𝑠 = 0 or
(𝑟 − 𝑞)𝑡 = 0, and that in all cases 𝑞𝑠 + 𝑟𝑠 + 𝑟𝑡 − 𝑞𝑡 = ±2. So we can write the inequality:
𝐸Bell =
∑︁
𝑞,𝑟 ,𝑠,𝑡=±1
P(𝑞, 𝑟, 𝑠, 𝑡) (𝑞𝑠 + 𝑟𝑠 + 𝑟𝑡 + 𝑞𝑡) (84)
≤ 2
∑︁
𝑞,𝑟 ,𝑠,𝑡=±1
P(𝑞, 𝑟, 𝑠, 𝑡) = 2 (85)
Thus this classical reasoning produces an example of a Bell inequality:
𝐸Bell ≤ 2 (86)
Actually this particular version was dervived by Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt, and is known as
the CHSH inequality [16].
Now we see that, for suitably chosen measurement protocols, the quantum state |𝜓〉 can produce
experimental results that violate the Bell inequality, for some amount of entanglement in the prepared
state. For example, Bob could choose cos 𝛽 = −cos 𝛽′ = sin 𝛽 = sin 𝛽′ = √2/2, in which case Alice
and Bob together will measure:
𝐸Bell =
√
2 (1 + sin 2𝛼) (87)
which will violate the Bell inequality for any value of 𝛼 > 12 degrees. If Alice, Bob, and Carmen
conspire together to choose optimal bases as given by Eq. (81), then the Bell inequality will be
violated by an amount given by the function
𝐸Bell − 2 = 2
(√︁
1 + sin22𝛼 − 1
)
(88)
In Figure (10) we see this quantity, together with 𝑆1, plotted as a function of 𝛼. They have very similar
functional forms, since in fact the violation of the Bell inequality is an experimental measurement of
the quantum entanglement in the two-photon system. Such laboratory measurements have in fact
been made many times, forcing us to accept the reality of the quantum description.
8. Area law for entanglement entropy in quantum field theory
In 1993 Mark Srednicki wrote a short paper titled Entropy and Area [17]. It is one of those
papers that manages to be both simple and profound. It is so simple that I can (and will) reproduce
its entire content for you now; it is so profound that its true message has only partly been appreciated
by the particle physics community some 27 years later. The only physical systems considered in
this paper are quantum harmonic oscillators; how could we possibly learn anything new, let alone
profound, by poking around in such familiar territory?
Here is what we will demonstrate:
• A direct mapping between entanglement entropy and Shannon entropy via a quantum
construction of a thermofield double state.
• An area law for entanglement entropy in quantum field theory, that has nothing to do with
black holes - or does it?
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Figure 10: Entanglement entropy 𝑆1 (blue) and violation of the Bell inequality 𝐸𝐵 − 2 (orange), plotted as a
function of 𝛼.
8.1 Shannon entropy for a thermal ensemble of quantum oscillators
Consider 𝑁 uncoupled harmonic oscillators; they can be described by a free Hamiltonian:
𝐻 =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐻𝑖 =
1
2
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
(
𝜋2𝑖 + 𝜔2𝑖 𝜙2𝑖
)
(89)
where each oscillator is quantized and can thus be represented by creation/annihilation operators
𝑎†𝑖 ,𝑎𝑖 via:
𝜙𝑖 =
1√
2𝜔𝑖
(
𝑎†𝑖 + 𝑎𝑖
)
(90)
𝜋𝑖 =
√︂
𝜔𝑖
2
𝑖
(
𝑎†𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖
)
We have the usual energy eigenstates labelled by the nonnegative eigenvalues 𝑛 of the number
operator 𝑎†𝑖 𝑎𝑖:
|𝑛〉𝑖 =
1√
𝑛!
(𝑎†𝑖 )𝑛 |0〉𝑖 (91)
Suppose that for each oscillator we prepare a Boltzmann thermal ensemble characterized by
some temperature 𝑘𝑇𝑖 = 1/𝛽𝑖. Then we can define a density matrix 𝜌𝑖 for this mixed state of each
oscillator; this matrix is diagonal in the energy eigenbasis:
𝜌𝑖𝑛𝑚 = 𝛿𝑛𝑚
1
𝑍𝑖
e−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖 (𝑛+1/2) (92)
Where 𝑍𝑖 is the partition function of the oscillator and the factor of (1/𝑍𝑖) ensures that 𝒕𝒓 (𝜌𝑖) = 1:
𝑍𝑖 =
∞∑︁
𝑛=0
e−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖 (𝑛+1/2) =
e−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖/2
1 − e−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖 =
1
2 sinh
(
𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖
2
) (93)
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The Shannon entropy of each oscillator can be computed as:
𝑆(𝜌𝑖) = −𝒕𝒓 (𝜌𝑖log 𝜌𝑖) (94)
= −
∞∑︁
𝑛=0
(
1 − e−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖
)
e−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖𝑛log
[(
1 − e−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖
)
e−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖𝑛
]
= −log
(
1 − e−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖
)
+ 𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖e
−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖(
1 − e−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖 )
This result can be rewritten in an equivalent form that will be useful later:
𝑆(𝜌𝑖) = (𝑐𝑖 + 1/2)log(𝑐𝑖 + 1/2) − (𝑐𝑖 − 1/2)log(𝑐𝑖 − 1/2) (95)
where we have used the notation
𝑐𝑖 =
1
2
(
1 + e−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖 )(
1 − e−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖 ) (96)
=
1
2
coth
(
𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖
2
)
We can relate the 𝑐𝑖 to the two-point correlators of each oscillator. Using expectation values to
denote ensemble averages, we have for each decoupled oscillator:
𝒕𝒓
(
𝜌𝑖 𝜙𝑖𝜙𝑖
)
= 〈𝜙𝑖 𝜙𝑖〉 (97)
=
1
2𝜔𝑖
〈𝑎†𝑖 𝑎𝑖 + 𝑎𝑖𝑎†𝑖 〉 =
1
2𝜔𝑖
〈2𝑎†𝑖 𝑎𝑖 + 1〉
=
1
𝜔𝑖𝑍𝑖
∞∑︁
𝑛=0
e−𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖 (𝑛+1/2) (𝑛 + 1/2)
=
1
2𝜔𝑖
coth
(
𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖
2
)
𝒕𝒓
(
𝜌𝑖 𝜋𝑖𝜋𝑖
)
= 〈𝜋𝑖 𝜋𝑖〉 (98)
=
𝜔𝑖
2
coth
(
𝛽𝑖𝜔𝑖
2
)
So we can connect the entropy formula to these correlators via the expression
𝑐𝑖 =
√︁
〈𝜙𝑖 𝜙𝑖〉〈𝜋𝑖 𝜋𝑖〉 (99)
8.2 A thermofield double from coupled oscillators
Now let’s consider oscillators with a Gaussian coupling. Instead of introducing a classical
thermal ensemble by hand, we are going to look at what happens in the quantum system when we
trace out over some of the quantum oscillators. For general 𝑁 we write the Hamiltonian as
𝐻 =
1
2
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝜋2𝑖 +
1
2
𝑁∑︁
𝑖, 𝑗=1
𝜙𝑖𝐾𝑖 𝑗𝜙 𝑗 (100)
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where the coupling matrix 𝐾𝑖 𝑗 is real and symmetric. Of course since these are Gaussian couplings
we can always find a new basis with decoupled oscillators; using
𝐾𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑂
𝑇
𝑖𝑘𝜔𝑘𝑂𝑘 𝑗 (101)
we can write an equivalent Hamiltonian
𝐻 =
1
2
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
(
?˜?2𝑖 + 𝜔2𝑖 𝜙2𝑖
)
; ?˜?𝑖 = 𝑂𝑖 𝑗𝜋 𝑗 ; 𝜙𝑖 = 𝑂𝑖 𝑗𝜙 𝑗 (102)
Let’s consider first the simplest case 𝑁 = 2, and label the oscillators 𝜙𝐿 , 𝜙𝑅. We introduce an
explicit notation for the 2 × 2 coupling matrix:
𝐾𝑖 𝑗 = 𝜔
2
(
1 + 2 tan2𝜃 2 tan 𝜃/cos 𝜃
2 tan 𝜃/cos 𝜃 1 + 2 tan2𝜃
)
(103)
where the parameter 𝜃 determines the strength of the coupling between the two oscillators. Diago-
nalizing 𝐾𝑖 𝑗 produces two eigenvalues:
𝜔2± = 𝜔
2 (1 ± sin 𝜃)2
cos2𝜃
; 𝜙± =
1√
2
(𝜙𝑙 ± 𝜙𝑟 ) ; ?˜?± = 1√
2
(𝜋𝑙 ± 𝜋𝑟 ) (104)
Let 𝑎†𝐿 ,𝑎𝐿 , 𝑎
†
𝑅,𝑎𝑅 denote the creation/annihilation operators of the decoupled system with 𝜃 = 0 and
energy eigenstates |𝑛〉𝐿 |𝑛〉𝑅. You can construct the ground state of the coupled system by starting
with the ansatz:
|0〉 = 1√N e
𝐴𝑎†𝐿𝑎
†
𝑅 |0〉𝐿 |0〉𝑅 ; N =
1
1 − 𝐴2 (105)
and computing 𝐴 by requiring that |0〉 is annihilated by the annihilation operators of the rotated
basis:
𝑎± =
1√
2
(√
𝜔𝜙± + 𝑖√
𝜔
?˜?±
)
(106)
𝑎± |0〉 = 0
You should obtain the following result:
𝐴 = −tan 𝜃
2
(107)
Now we can rewrite the ground state in the following suggestive form by making the substitution
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|𝐴| → exp(−𝛽𝜔/2):
|0〉 = 1√N e
𝐴𝑎†𝐿𝑎
†
𝑅 |0〉𝐿 |0〉𝑅 (108)
=
1√N
∞∑︁
𝑛=0
𝐴𝑛
𝑛!
(𝑎†𝐿)𝑛 (𝑎†𝑅)𝑛 |0〉𝐿 |0〉𝑅
=
1√N
∞∑︁
𝑛=0
𝐴𝑛 |𝑛〉𝐿 |𝑛〉𝑅
=
1√N
1
|𝐴|
∞∑︁
𝑛=0
e−𝛽𝐸𝑛𝑛/2 |𝑛〉𝐿 |𝑛〉′𝑅
=
1√
𝑍
∞∑︁
𝑛=0
e−𝛽𝐸𝑛𝑛/2 |𝑛〉𝐿 |𝑛〉′𝑅
where 𝐸𝑛𝑛 = (2𝑛 + 1)𝜔 are the energies of the uncoupled 𝜃 = 0 basis states |𝑛〉𝐿 |𝑛〉′𝑅, and we have
written the right-side eigenstates with a different phase convention: |𝑛〉′𝑅 ≡ (−1)𝑛 |𝑛〉𝑅.
The ground state is a pure state, but we have written it in a form were it is starting to resemble a
thermal ensemble. For this reason the final expression in Eq. (108) is called a thermofield double
state or TFD [18, 19]. Of course the TFD that we have derived is not a thermal state at all, but rather
a pure state with entanglement between the left and right oscillators. The density matrix of this pure
state is just
𝜌0 =
1
N
∞∑︁
𝑛,𝑚=0
𝐴𝑛+𝑚 |𝑛〉𝐿 |𝑛〉𝑅 〈𝑛|𝐿 〈𝑛|𝑅 (109)
Now let’s take a partial trace of 𝜌0 over the right-side degrees of freedom:
𝜌𝐿 = 𝒕𝒓𝑹 |0〉 〈0| = 1N
∞∑︁
𝑛=0
𝐴2𝑛 |𝑛〉𝐿 〈𝑛|𝐿 (110)
=
(
1 − e−𝛽𝜔
) ∞∑︁
𝑛=0
(
e−𝛽𝜔𝑛
)
|𝑛〉𝐿 〈𝑛|𝐿
=
1
𝑍
∞∑︁
𝑛=0
e−𝛽𝐸𝑛 |𝑛〉𝐿 〈𝑛|𝐿
where 𝐸𝑛 = (𝑛 + 1/2)𝜔 and 𝑍 = 1/2sinh( 𝛽𝜔2 ), as in Eq. (93).
Of course 𝜌𝐿 describes a mixed state, but it is not just any mixed state: it is precisely what one
would obtain from a Boltzmann ensemble with temperature given by
𝑇 = − 𝜔
2 log
[
tan 𝜃2
] (111)
At this point we can repeat the analysis of the previous subsection to compute the entanglement
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Figure 11: Entanglement entropy 𝑆(𝜌𝐿) of oscillator 𝜙𝐿 with respect to tracing out the oscillator 𝜙𝑅 that
couples to it, as a function of the coupling parameter 𝜃. The logarithmic divergence as 𝜃 → 𝜋/2 corresponds
to the “temperature" 𝑇 →∞.
entropy. Using
〈𝜙± 𝜙±〉 = 12𝜔± (112)
〈?˜?± ?˜?±〉 = 𝜔±2 (113)
〈𝜙𝐿 𝜙𝐿〉 = 12
(
1
2𝜔+
+ 1
2𝜔−
)
(114)
〈𝜋𝐿 𝜋𝐿〉 = 12
(𝜔+
2
+ 𝜔−
2
)
(115)
then using the fact that 𝜔± = 𝜔(1 ± sin 𝜃)/cos 𝜃, we find
𝑐 =
√︁
〈𝜙𝐿 𝜙𝐿〉〈𝜋𝐿 𝜋𝐿〉 =
[
1
16
(
1
𝜔+
+ 1
𝜔−
)
(𝜔+ + 𝜔−)
]1/2
(116)
=
1
2 cos 𝜃
Now we use Eq. (95) to compute the entropy:
𝑆(𝜌𝐿) = 12 (sec 𝜃 + 1)log
[
1
2
(sec 𝜃 + 1)
]
− 1
2
(sec 𝜃 − 1)log
[
1
2
(sec 𝜃 − 1)
]
(117)
= −log
[
1 − tan2 𝜃
2
]
− tan
2 𝜃
2
1 − tan2 𝜃2
log
[
tan2
𝜃
2
]
= −log
(
1 − e−𝛽𝜔
)
+ 𝛽𝜔e
−𝛽𝜔(
1 − e−𝛽𝜔 )
where to get to the final line we used tan2 𝜃2 = exp(−𝛽𝜔), and to get to the second line we used the
trigonometric identities:
1
2
(sec 𝜃 + 1) = 1
1 − tan2 𝜃2
;
1
2
(sec 𝜃 − 1) = tan
2 𝜃
2
1 − tan2 𝜃2
(118)
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Keep in mind that what we have computed here is the entanglement entropy of a quantum
oscillator entangled with another oscillator. For weak coupling – small values of 𝜃 or low
“temperature" 𝑇 – the dynamics is similar to our discussion of quantum decoherence, and even better
than our 3-qubit example since here we have a Hilbert space with an infinite number of states. For
larger 𝜃 the behavior of the entropy is dominated by the logarithmic divergence at 𝜃 → 𝜋/2, which
corresponds to the “temperature" 𝑇 →∞. In Figure 11 you can compare the exact formula for the
entropy to the following approximate formula that captures the log divergence:
𝑆(𝜌𝐿) ' −log 𝜖 + 1 − 12𝜖 ; 𝜖 = 1 − tan
2 𝜃
2
' 𝜔
𝑇
(119)
8.3 Area law for entanglement entropy of scalar fields
Having gone to a lot of trouble to set up a nice formalism to treat the case of 𝑁 = 2 oscillators,
it is now easy to consider the general case. In fact let’s go directly to the case of a free massless
scalar field theory in 3 + 1 dimensions:
𝐻 =
1
2
∫
𝑑3𝑥
(
𝜋2(𝑥) + (∇𝜙(𝑥))2
)
(120)
We will need to introduce both an infrared and an ultraviolet cutoff in order to reduce the problem to
an arbitrarily large but discrete set of oscillators. As a first step introduce the usual partial wave
expansion:
𝜙𝑙𝑚(𝑟) = 𝑟
∫
𝑑Ω 𝜙(𝑥)𝑌𝑙𝑚(𝜃, 𝜑) (121)
𝜋𝑙𝑚(𝑟) = 𝑟
∫
𝑑Ω 𝜋(𝑥)𝑌𝑙𝑚(𝜃, 𝜑)
where the 𝑌𝑙𝑚(𝜃, 𝜑) are spherical harmonics. The Hamiltonian becomes:
𝐻 =
∞∑︁
𝑙=0
𝑙∑︁
𝑚=−𝑙
𝐻𝑙𝑚 (122)
𝐻𝑙𝑚 =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
𝑑𝑟
(
𝜋2𝑙𝑚(𝑟) + 𝑟2
[
𝜕
𝜕𝑟
(
𝜙𝑙𝑚(𝑟)
𝑟
)]2
+ 𝑙 (𝑙 + 1)
𝑟2
𝜙2𝑙𝑚(𝑟)
)
Eventually we will truncate the sum over angular momentum eigenvalues 𝑙, which is a kind of
ultraviolet cutoff.
We still need to discretize the radial dependence of 𝜙𝑙𝑚(𝑟) and 𝜋𝑙𝑚(𝑟), in order to have a finite
number of oscillators. Let’s restrict 𝑟 to only take values 32𝑎,
5
2𝑎, . . . (𝑁 − 1/2)𝑎, (𝑁 + 1/2)𝑎, where
𝑎 is a radial lattice spacing (an ultraviolet cutoff) and 𝑁 is a large integer (an infrared cutoff). Thus
we are now confined to a sphere of radius 𝑅 = (𝑁 + 1/2)𝑎. Measuring everything in units of 𝑎, we
now have a system of coupled oscillators with a Hamiltonian in the form of Eq. (100):
𝐻 =
1
2
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝜋2𝑖 +
1
2
𝑁∑︁
𝑖, 𝑗=1
𝜙𝑖𝐾𝑖 𝑗𝜙 𝑗 (123)
𝐾𝑖 𝑗 =
𝛿𝑖 𝑗
𝑗2
[( 𝑗 + 1/2)2 + ( 𝑗 − 1/2)2 + 𝑙 (𝑙 + 1)] − (𝛿𝑖, 𝑗+1 + 𝛿𝑖+1, 𝑗) ( ( 𝑗 + 1/2)2
𝑗 ( 𝑗 + 1)
)
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where I have been a little sloppy about the endpoints and for the moment am suppressing the 𝑙, 𝑚
dependence.
Now let’s divide our system of oscillators into two subsystems 𝐴 and 𝐵: we define 𝐴 to consist
of the 𝜙 𝑗 with 𝑗 > 𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 , and the system 𝐵 to consist of the 𝜙 𝑗 with 𝑗 ≤ 𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Thus system 𝐵
consists of the oscillators inside the radius 𝑅𝐵 = ( 𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 1/2)𝑎, and system 𝐴 is the oscillators in
the spherical shell between 𝑅𝐵 and 𝑅. Now we imagine do the partial trace of the density matrix
𝜌𝐴+𝐵 over the subsystem 𝐵, giving 𝜌𝐴 = 𝒕𝒓𝑩 (𝜌𝐴+𝐵), and computing the resulting entanglement
entropy 𝑆(𝜌𝐴).
This is easy to do numerically. We start by diagonalizing 𝐾𝑖 𝑗 to get its 𝑁 real positive eigenvalues
𝜔2𝑗 . We can then write the two-point correlators in the basis where 𝐾𝑖 𝑗 is diagonal, i.e. the basis
where the oscillators decouple, in analogy to Eqs (112) and (113):
〈𝜙 𝑗 𝜙 𝑗〉 = 12𝜔 𝑗 ; 〈?˜? 𝑗 ?˜? 𝑗〉 =
𝜔 𝑗
2
(124)
Then the matrix analogs of Eqs. (114) and (115) are
〈𝜙𝑖 𝜙 𝑗〉 = 12
(
𝐾−1/2
)
𝑖 𝑗
(125)
〈𝜋𝑖 𝜋 𝑗〉 = 12
(
𝐾1/2
)
𝑖 𝑗
(126)
The idea now is to take the two 𝑁 × 𝑁 matrices defined in Eqs (125),(126) and truncate them to
the upper left 𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 sub-blocks; this is the analog of looking at just the left-side oscillator in
our previous example. Using Eq. (99), compute the 𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 matrix 𝑐, and then use Eq. (95) to
compute the entanglement entropy. Remember that at some point you need to restore the 𝑙, 𝑚 indices;
then when computing the entropy we sum over 𝑚, which just gives a factor of (2𝑙 + 1), and sum over
𝑙 from 0 to some value 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥 . I have provided you with a notebook that does the whole calculation.
Figure (12) shows the results for the larger radius 𝑅 = (200 + 1/2)𝑎, summing the spherical
harmonics up to 𝑙max = 1000, and plotting the entropy 𝑆(𝜌𝐴(𝑟)) for the inner radius 𝑟 = ( 𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 +1/2)
varying between 0.75𝑅 and 𝑅. Notice that entropy vanishes both for 𝑟 = 0 (nothing was traced
out) and 𝑟 = 𝑅 (everything was traced out). Away from these endpoints the entropy is a smooth
monotonic function. In the right figure we see the result of a fit to the formula 𝑆(𝜌𝐴(𝑟)) = 𝜆𝑟2 using
the computed values of the entropy for 0 < 𝑟 < 0.975𝑅. The best fit for the constant 𝜆 is 0.27. The
agreement of the fit to the computed points is excellent.
We have thus discovered the area law for entanglement entropy for systems of quantum oscillators
in 3 + 1 dimensions. As you might imagine this property appears to be rather general, for example it
is also true for systems of fermions. There is some literature in exploring the subleading behavior as
well. Of course there is a huge literature in particle physics looking at such phenomena from the point
of view of black holes and the famous Beckenstein-Hawking entropy formula 𝑆BH = (1/4)𝐴/ℓ2Pl,
where 𝐴 is the area of the black hole horizon and ℓPl =
√︁
𝐺~/𝑐3 is the Planck length. However
Sredicki’s result on the face of it has nothing to with black holes and appears to reflect a general
basic property of quantum mechanics including quantum field theory. More recently a very similar
relation called the Ryu-Takayanagi formula has been much-explored in the context of AdS/CFT; at
least in this context it appears that the black hole properties are related to more general properties of
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Figure 12: Entanglement entropy of oscillators 𝐴 in a 3d spherical shell, with respect to tracing out oscillators
𝐵 inside the inner sphere. Here we have taken the larger radius 𝑅 = (200 + 1/2)𝑎, summed the spherical
harmonics up to 𝑙max = 1000, and plotted the entropy 𝑆(𝜌𝐴(𝑟)) for the inner radius 𝑟 varying between 0.75𝑅
and 𝑅 (left). In the right figure we show a fit to the formula 𝑆(𝜌𝐴(𝑟)) = 𝜆𝑟2 using the computed values of the
entropy for 0 < 𝑟 < 0.975𝑅. The best fit for the constant 𝜆 is 0.27.
quantum field theories. What does this all imply for the big picture of how we understand quantum
field theory at a fundamental level? That is for you to figure out.
9. Simulating quantum field theory on a quantum computer
One of the big challenges for the next 5-10 years is to identify which problems (or parts of
problems) in particle physics most lend themselves to solution via quantum computing; as you
might imagine, those developing quantum processors are also very interested in where a quantum
advantage might start to manifest itself in real-world scientific problems. This is going to be a long
road with many steps and many opportunities; another nice feature is that there is a lot of overlap
with similar challenges in nuclear physics, condensed matter physics, and beyond.
9.1 Scalar field theory
Having already started to discuss discretizing a scalar field theory, let’s ask what we would have
to do to actually simulate a scalar field theory on a quantum computer. In the previous section we
already showed how to treat a scalar quantum field theory in terms of a finite number of quantum
oscillators. We could just as well add a 𝜙4 interaction and generalize Eq. (100) to
𝐻 =
1
2
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝜋2𝑖 +
1
2
𝑁∑︁
𝑖, 𝑗=1
𝜙𝑖𝐾𝑖 𝑗𝜙 𝑗 + 𝜆4!
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝜙4𝑖 (127)
where here it is understood that 𝐾𝑖 𝑗 encodes both the spatial gradient terms and a possible mass term.
This is still not good enough to map the dynamics onto a quantum computer made of qubits,
since each 𝜙𝑖 can take arbitrary real values (or complex values if we generalize to a charged scalar);
to put it another way, each 𝜙𝑖 has an infinite number of energy eigenstates, whereas each qubit can
only account for two states.
To get a better handle on this kind of issue, let’s think about why you might go to the trouble of
simulating a quantum field theory on a quantum computer in the first place. If the theory is weakly
coupled and can be understood in perturbation theory, or if observables of interest can be computed
by Euclidean lattice methods, then you should certainly use these conventional methods. But, as we
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already mentioned in the introduction, a lot of fundamental physics involves real time dynamics of
strongly-coupled systems, where a quantum advantage seems possible. Even for such cases, using
a quantum computer only makes sense if you find a way to sensibly map the quantum physics of
interest to the quantum physics of the qubits in your computer; this is obvious for analog quantum
simulators but equally true for fully programmable digital quantum computers. Thus for example,
you need to take advantage of the fact that quantum field theory Hamiltonians are local: in the
discretized language the self-interactions involve a single site, and the spatial gradients only involve
nearest-neighbor couplings. If your mapping to qubits does not preserve this feature then you may
be doomed from the start. Of course you also need to worry about how to minimize errors from
discretization of the problem, especially in the NISQ era where we have a very limited number of
qubits available. Beyond this, you need to think about how your time evolution operator exp(−𝑖𝐻𝑡)
will operate once translated to qubits; ideally the time evolution in terms of qubits will traverse the
Hilbert space of qubits in a way that is not significantly more complex than what happens in the
Hilbert space of the original system. These kinds of considerations require new ways of thinking
about even the most familiar systems in particle physics [20, 21].
Going back now to our discretized scalar field theory, suppose we try to map it to a finite
number of qubits by truncating the tower of energy eigenstates at each site. Since we don’t know the
eigenstates of the strongly-coupled interacting theory, we would have to do something like truncate
the tower of eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian, then turn on the 𝜆 self-interaction but restricted
to the low-lying eigenstates of the free theory. It should not be a surprise that this introduces
unacceptably large discretization errors. A more clever approach is to introduce extra auxiliary
parameters into the matrix 𝐾𝑖 𝑗 , then try to adjust those parameters to minimize the discretization
errors that appear when you turn on 𝜆. This approach fails for a different reason, which is that now
the time evolution operator moves you around in the artificial truncated Hilbert space, which has no
simple relation to the original Hilbert space. You thus find that time evolution immediately entangles
all of your qubits to all of your other qubits [22].
The better answer is to digitize each of the single site fields 𝜙𝑖 , i.e. to only allow them to take a
fixed number of values parametrized by integers that vary between 0 and 𝑁𝜙−1, where 𝑁𝜙 = 2𝑛𝑞
and 𝑛𝑞 is the number of qubits that you can afford to represent the field at each site. Suppressing the
site index we can write:
𝜙 = Δ
(
𝑛𝜙 −
𝑁𝜙
2
)
; 𝑛𝜙 = 0, 1, 2, . . . 𝑁𝜙 − 1 (128)
For example, suppose we only want to use three qubits to denote each 𝜙. Then we require 𝜙 to only
take the values such that
𝜙𝑞 ≡
(
2𝜙
Δ
+ 1
)
∈ [−7,−5,−3,−1, 1, 3, 5, 7] (129)
where I have introduced a rescaled shifted version of 𝜙 denoted 𝜙𝑞 that is more qubit friendly. This
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means that 𝜙𝑞 as an operator has the following effect on the states of the three qubits:
𝜙𝑞 |000〉 = 7 |000〉
𝜙𝑞 |001〉 = 5 |001〉
𝜙𝑞 |010〉 = 3 |010〉
𝜙𝑞 |011〉 = 1 |011〉 (130)
𝜙𝑞 |100〉 = −1 |100〉
𝜙𝑞 |101〉 = −3 |101〉
𝜙𝑞 |110〉 = −5 |110〉
𝜙𝑞 |111〉 = −7 |111〉
You should check that we can represent the scalar field operator on these qubits in terms of Pauli
matrices as
𝜙𝑞 = 4𝜎𝑧2 ⊗ 11 ⊗ 10 + 212 ⊗ 𝜎𝑧1 ⊗ 10 + 12 ⊗ 11 ⊗ 𝜎𝑧0 (131)
We also need a realization of 𝜙2 and 𝜙4, since these appear in the Hamiltonian. You can check that
the following works for 𝜙2𝑞:
𝜙2𝑞 = 16𝜎𝑧2 ⊗ 𝜎𝑧1 ⊗ 10 + 8𝜎𝑧2 ⊗ 11 ⊗ 𝜎𝑧0 + 412 ⊗ 𝜎𝑧1 ⊗ 𝜎𝑧0 + 2112 ⊗ 11 ⊗ 10 (132)
You may object at this point that such an extreme discretization cannot possibly retain a useful
amount of information about the original quantum system. Let’s see how well we are doing for
the case of the free theory, where each 𝜙(𝑡) is just a harmonic oscillator and 𝜋(𝑡) is the conjugate:
eigenstates of 𝜙 are like position eigenstates with eigenvalues that we can call 𝑥, and eigenstates of 𝜋
are like momentum eigenstates with eigenvalues that we can call 𝑝. In this language we write the
energy eigenfunctions and their Fourier transforms as
Ψ𝑛 (𝑥) = 1√︁
2𝑛𝑛!
√
𝜋
e−𝑥
2/2 𝐻𝑛 (𝑥) ; Ψ˜𝑛 (𝑝) = (−𝑖)
𝑛√︁
2𝑛𝑛!
√
𝜋
e−𝑝
2/2 𝐻𝑛 (𝑝) (133)
where the 𝐻𝑛 are Hermite polynomials.
By taking superpositions of the 8 states defined in (131), we can only construct the equivalent
of sampling the eigenfunctions in (133) at 8 points in "space" (this is really field space). This indeed
does not seem like much information. But the eigenfunctions are exponentially peaked around zero
(i.e. zero field value), so to an exponentially good approximation I can truncate them on either side
at some value 𝑥 = ±𝐿 and then just sample them inside this finite interval. Furthermore, since their
Fourier transforms are also strongly peaked, I can truncate them in a similar way, which is the same
thing as saying that I represent the eigenfunctions by a Fourier series with a finite number of terms.
Thus to exponential accuracy I can indeed represent the eigenfunctions by sampling them at just
enough points to determine the coefficients of the truncated Fourier series. The fancy way of saying
this is that I am invoking the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [23, 24].
It turns out that in our notation the optimal value for the truncation is 𝐿 =
√︁
𝑁𝜙𝜋/2. Looking
at the four lowest energy eigenfunctions plotted in Figure (13), you see by eye that for 𝑛𝑞 = 3,
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Figure 13: The four lowest energy eigenfunctions of a harmonic oscillator.
𝑁𝜙 = 23 = 8, 𝐿 = 3.54, our 3-qubit representation of the scalar field at each spatial site really only
captures the information in the first couple of eigenfunctions; however things improve very rapidly
by adding more qubits. In the notebook you can look at the case 𝑛𝑞 = 5, 𝑁𝜙 = 25 = 32, 𝐿 = 7.09,
where the sampling captures > 5-digit precision in the eigenfunctions for the first 16 states. This is
not guaranteed to work as well in the interacting theory with 𝜆 nonzero, but the basic trick is fairly
robust.
9.2 Gauge theories
The simplest example of simulating a gauge theory on a quantum computer starts with the
Schwinger model, a representation of electrodynamics in 1+1 spacetime dimensions that shares
some features of 3+1 dimensional QCD, such as confinement and spontaneous breaking of chiral
symmetry. The simplest discretization starts with a periodic spatial lattice with two sites [25], which
we double to four sites in order to use a staggered fermion representation. We label the sites 0,1,2,3,
with the understanding that sites 0,2 can be occupied (or not) by an 𝑒−, and sites 1,3 can be occupied
(or not) by an 𝑒+. Using a single qubit vector basis (1 0), (01) to keep track of the fermion occupation
of each site, it is convenient to let (10) denote the occupied state for sites 0,2, but let (01) denote
the occupied state for sites 1,3, as shown in Figure 14. In between sites we may have one or more
integer units of electric flux (there is no magnetic flux in a single spatial dimension). Gauss’ Law
tells us that the the flux should increase by one unit when moving past a site occupied by an 𝑒+, and
decrease by one unit when moving past a site occupied by an 𝑒−. To represent the flux with a finite
number of qubits we will truncate the integer flux number to only take values 0 and ±1.
Using the single qubit vector basis to describe the fermion content, the Hamiltonian can be
written:
𝐻 = 𝑥
3∑︁
𝑛=0
(
𝜎+𝑛 𝐿
+
𝑛 𝜎
−
𝑛+1 + 𝜎+𝑛+1 𝐿−𝑛 𝜎−𝑛
) + 3∑︁
𝑛=0
(
ℓ2𝑛 +
𝜇
2
(−)𝑛𝜎𝑧𝑛
)
(134)
where 𝑥 and 𝜇 are dimensionless parameters related to the gauge coupling 𝑔, electron mass 𝑚, and
lattice spacing 𝑎 by 𝑥 = 1/(𝑎𝑔)2 and 𝜇 = 2𝑚/(𝑎𝑔2). Here 𝐿±𝑛 are link flux lowering and raising
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Figure 14: Schematic of the qubit and electric flux link structure of the two-site Schwinger model. Taken
from [25].
operators, and ℓ𝑛 is the integer flux number. Thus the first two terms of the Hamiltonian represent
the fermion kinetic energy, the term ℓ2𝑛 is the discretized value of the electric field energy 𝐸2, and
the final term is the fermion mass. In general, representing 1+1 dimensional fermion dynamics by
Pauli matrices and a qubit basis involves something called a Jordan-Wigner transformation, to get
the correct fermion anticommutation relations, but we will skip the details here [26].
Imposing Gauss’ Law by hand, and truncating the spectrum such that not only does ℓ𝑛 only take
values 0,±1, but also ∑𝑛 ℓ2𝑛 < 4, it is not difficult to see that there are a total of four states that have
zero charge, zero momentum (and are thus translationally invariant), and are also even under charge
conjugation. We can write these four states as
|𝑠1〉 = |· · ··〉 |0000〉
|𝑠2〉 = 12
( |𝑒−𝑒+ · ·〉 |−10000〉 + |· · 𝑒−𝑒+〉 |00 − 10〉 + |𝑒− · ·𝑒+〉 |0001〉 + |·𝑒+𝑒−·〉 |0100〉)
|𝑠3〉 = 1√
2
( |𝑒−𝑒+𝑒−𝑒+〉 |−10 − 10〉 + |𝑒−𝑒+𝑒−𝑒+〉 |0101〉) (135)
|𝑠4〉 = 12
( |𝑒−𝑒+ · ·〉 |0111〉 + |· · 𝑒−𝑒+〉 |1101〉 + |𝑒− · ·𝑒+〉 −1 − 1 − 10 + |·𝑒+𝑒−·〉 |−10 − 1 − 1〉)
where we have used a double ket notation where the first ket of each pair indicates the fermion
occupation and the second ket of each pair the flux integers. We recognize at this point that what we
were initially calling 1+1 dimensional electrodynamics, a𝑈 (1) gauge theory, has in the end been
truncated down to the equivalent of a two-site 𝑍2 gauge theory, the simplest possible gauge model.
The state |𝑠1〉 is the naive Fock vacuum (no fermions, no flux); consulting the original Hamiltonian
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Figure 15: Real-time dynamics of the two-site Schwinger model. The initial state has no fermions and no
flux (the naive vacuum). Taken from [25].
Eq. (134) we see that it acts on this 4-dimensional truncated subspace as
©­­­­«
−2𝜇 2𝑥 0 0
2𝑥 1
√
2𝑥 0
0
√
2𝑥 2 + 2𝜇 √2𝑥
0 0
√
2𝑥 3
ª®®®®¬
(136)
Thus the true ground state of the theory will be a chiral condensate of 𝑒−𝑒+ pairs, i.e. a superposition
of the four states in Eq. (136). Since it is not difficult to diagonalize Eq. (136), we don’t need a
quantum computer to explore this dynamics, but simulating it on a quantum computer is a good
warm up to more challenging gauge theory simulations. Figure 15 shows real-time dynamical
evolution results obtained by Klco et al. [25] running on an IBM quantum computer, versus the
analytic results obtained from diagonalizing Eq. (136). Notice that because of all the truncations and
simplifications used here only two qubits are needed for the simulation. The point of the figure is
that even this most simple of gauge theories has nontrivial quantum dynamics, since starting with the
naive vacuum state the unitary time evolution samples the full Hilbert space of states with the same
conserved quantum numbers. Thus on a classical computer this simulation becomes exponentially
more difficult as the number of relevant states increases.
Obviously this simple example is very far away from doing a real-time simulation of QCD.
Constructing the pathway to more interesting realistic models is an area of active research. For
example Lamm et al. [27]-[29] developed an efficient quantum circuit to simulate the simplest
2+1 dimensional non-abelian gauge theory, based on the discrete nonabelian group 𝐷4, simulated
on a two-plaquette lattice. Their circuit requires 14 qubits and approximately 200 entangling gate
operations per time step; circuits with this gate depth are still somewhat beyond the capabilities of
available quantum processors.
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10. Final thoughts
At the beginning of 2017, Fermilab did not have a quantum science program. Today in 2020
we have SQMS [30] a National QIS Research Center; we lead a national QIS theory consortium;
we have an algorithms group working on quantum computers to explore applications of quantum
machine learning, and we are helping to build and host the world’s leading quantum teleportation
system [8]. We also host multiple groups developing quantum sensor technologies for new kinds
of particle physics experiments with unprecedented sensitivities. Two of these collaborations are
already deploying experiments: Dark SRF, a “light shining through walls" dark photon experiment
using ultra-high-Q SRF cavities as photon emitters and receivers, and MAGIS-100, a 100 meter
scale cold atom gradiometer with sensitivity to both dark matter and gravity waves. Particle theorists
are playing important roles in many of these efforts, and I would especially encourage students and
postdocs to explore the opportunities in these rapidly developing areas, which are expanding the
traditional boundaries of our field.
As I have tried to indicate in these lectures, just because quantum mechanics has been around for
a long time does not mean that we understand it or are thinking about it in the most productive way.
The same goes for particle physics, where even the notion of fundamental “particles" is starting to
look like a sloppy way of thinking. Consider the electron; it has a mass, but apparently no size, and
its mass is apparently nothing more than an interaction with an invisible Higgs field. The electron
carries intrinsic angular momentum, but is not actually spinning; the electron carries charge, but
the effects of that charge are mixed up with properties of the quantum vacuum. The wave function
of your electron may be localized away from the wave function of my electron, but they are both
excitations of the same quantum field, and furthermore may be strongly entangled. And of course
the electron is the easy case; most fundamental particles are unstable, and thus “virtual", or are
confined, and thus only indirectly observable. So is it really more “physical" to think of the electron
as a particle, rather than as a bundle of quantum information?
Notes on references
I have borrowed from the excellent general introduction to QIS provided in the book by
Eleanor Rieffel and Wolfgang Polak “Quantum Computing: A Gentle Introduction" [31]. Another
comprehensive general introduction is the lecture notes by John Preskill [32]. For the Cirq
experiments I have adapted some examples from the Cirq website and from Jack Hidary’s book
“Quantum Computing: An Applied Approach" [33]. In Section 4, I have used the beautiful description
of classical measurement given in “Quantum Measurement and Control", the book by Howard
M. Wiseman and Gerard J. Milburn [10]. In Sections 5.2 and 6, I have borrowed heavily from
the excellent discussion of quantum decoherence given in “The quantum-to-classical transition
and decoherence", by Maximilian Schlosshauer [14]. In Section 8, I have used the very nice
generalization of Srednicki’s results presented in lectures by Horacio Casini at the 2016 It from
Qubit Summer School [34]; for relevant papers see [35]-[37].
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